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ABSTRACT

The aim of this thesis is to provide an analysis of
an argument which Richard rayror has formuLated in support

of the craim that all statements of the form,,ft is now r¡¡ith-

in my power to do x, and it is also now within my polver to
do non-xrr are f alse.

The first two chapters of tÌre thesis consist of a dis-
cussion of the above craim, the first chapter containing a

discussion of the uses of the expressions ,'f canrt, r'within

my powerrr, and "It is possible for me'r, as r¡tell as a dis-
cussion of the dispute concerning the analysis of nf canr

in terms of a causar conditional. rt is concl-uded that most

of the arguments found in the phirosophicar l-iterature fail
to shor¡r that such an anarysis is illegitimate, but it is al-
so concluded that an argument by Richard Taylor reduces

greatly the plausibility of an analysis of this kind.

TayJ-ort s own analysis of rrcanrt statements ís dis-
cussed in the second chapter, and it is concl_uded that
Taylorts anarysis of rrf can do xrt as representing the state-
ment'rDoing x is within my power and my doing x is causally
contingent" does not appear to be adequate. The second ch-

apter arso contains a discussion of Taylorr s position with
respect to the meaníng of the expression I'within my powerr',

Since the discussíon concerns the relation of this expression

to basic modar terms, a discussion of the uses of modal terms

is aLso provided. It is concJ-uded that Taylorr s suggestion
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that the phrase in question cannot be expressed by the use

of modal terms cannot be fully supported, and that the accepted

rules of modal logic can be used to test the validity of argu-

ments which incl-ude statements containing the expression ilwith-

in my powerrr,

A short discussion of determinism ancl fatalism is
provided in the third chapter. The aim of this discussion is
to show that Taylort s fatalistic thesis does not represent

the position r¡rhich is usual-ly thought to be the f atalistic
position, namely, that human actions are not efficacious.

The last chapter is designed to shotn¡ that Taylor has not suc-

ceeded in his attempt to estabÌish his fatalistic thesis. The

discussion contains a critical analysis of most of the critic-
isms found in the literature and it is argued that Taylorrs

use of the terms ¡tnecessary conditionil and I'suff icient con-

dition" , and his acceptance of the principle, that no agent

can perform any given action if there is lacking, at the same

or any other time, some condition or state of affairs necessary

for the occumence of that act, are the reasons for the failure

of his argument,
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to present a critical
analysis of Richard Taylorr s argument in favour of fatalism,

I

The argument was first pubJ-ished in The Philo_ssphical Reviewa

under the name t'Fatalism'r and it was included by Taylor in his

book Metaphvsics"¿ The argument is essentially tne same in
both publications. Only minor expì-icatory passages have been

added by Taylor to his original argument" I have chosen hj_s

Metaphys.Lçs as the basic source for my analysis of the argument"

I shall, first, in this introduction present an outline
of Taylorrs argumentu and then I shall turnu in the first and

second chapters, to a critical analysis of Taylorts fatalistic
thesis, i"e. the conclusion of tne argurnent, in order to shorn¡

what nosi ti on Tav j ol wents to def end. In the t,hird chenf +r- Turlu u¡¡rrV v¡rq|/ uvr 9 .L

shall discuss-b.he distinction betv,¡een fatalism and determinísm,

and I shall argue that Taylorr s f atalistj-c 'i:,hesis represents a

kind of determinism rather than fa'balism. The fourth chapter

is devoted mainly to a discussion of Taylorr s premises. This

discussion will include a critical- review of most of the crit-
icj-sms of Taylorrs fatalistic argument found in the literature.

An Outl-ine*o{ Tavlort s Fatalistic Arqument

Taylorrs defence of fatalism consists ot three arquments:

¡.\
¿,

R" Taylor, rrFatalismrr, The Philosophical Review, LXXI
(tgoz), pp. b6-66,

R. Taylor, Metaphysiqs (Englewood CIiffs, N. J.:
Prentice-Haî[-lãfJ963), pp " 54-69.
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one main argument and two supporting arguments. The premises of
the main argument (Argument II)3 can, for the sake of convenience,

be divided into Principtes (p), Assumptions (n), and premises (pr)
one supporting argument(Argument r) consists of showing that
certain changes made in the AssumptÍons and in the Premises do

not affect the conclusion drawn from the premises. The other
supporting argument (Argument rrr) is designed to show that if
we assume the contradictory to the fataListic thesis we are led

to deny one of the Principles which we, according to Tayrore are

unwilling to deny. I turn now to the exposition of the Arguments.

Argument II
Taylor intends to establish the thesis that it is not the

case that a statement of the form f'rt is now within my power to
do O, and it is also now within my power to do -O' (where ?Ot

ranges over acts) is sometimes true.4 Taylor also claims that
the embracing of this belief is a sufficient condition for being a

fatal-ist. In order to establish his thesis he provides us with
premises from which he deduces the fatalistic thesis, namely,

that it is false that it is now in my power to do o, and it is also

now within my power to avoid doing O. Taylor furthermore claims
that most people would not doubt the truth of the premises. Thus

he suggests that those people ought to be fatalists, provided that
they accept the epistemic principles that we ought to believe

adopt Taylort s numberíng of the arguments.

Taylor, Metaphysics, p. 6I.
/l
T

I

R.
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what is true and that we ought to be consistent.

I shall now list the premises starting wÍth the

Principles.

P 1 Any proposition or statement whatever is either trueor, if not true, then false.

P 2a rf any change or state of affairs is sufficient for
the occurrence of some other change or state of affairsat the same or any other time, then the former cannot
occur without the ratter occurring also, even though the
two are logically unconnected.

P 2b If one state of affairs ensures another, then the former
cannot exist without the other occurring too.

P 3a rf any change or state of affairs is necessary for
some other change or state of affairs at the same
time or some other time then the latter cannot occur
without the other occuming too even though they arelogically unconnected.

P3b If one state of affairs is essential for another. then
the latter cannot occur without it.

P 4 rf some change or state of affairs is sufficient for(ensures) another, then that other is necessary(essentiat) for ii; and conversely, if some change or
state of affairs is necessary for another, then that
other is sr-rfficient for (ensures) j_t.

P 5 No agent can perform any given action if there is
lacking, ât the same or añy other time, some con-
ditÍon or state of affairs necessary for ìre occurr-
ence of the act.

P 6 Time is not "efficaciousrr.
rn the above rist of Principles P 2b is in Tayrorr s víew an

arternative but rogically equivarent presentation of p za.

Similarly, P 3b is logically equivalent to p 3a.

we are also asked to make the forlowinq assumptions:
A,--I S is a naval commander.

Sts issuing an order (O) ensures the occumence of a
battle tommorow (a ).

Az
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Srs issuing another order (-O) ensures the non-occurrence
of the battle (-a).

n4 O and -O are alternative possible acts.

Taylor then claims that given the above princioles
and assumptions we are led to the fatalistic thesis by the

following arqument:

Pr' If q is true, then it is not within my power to clor -O (fo¡ in cáse Q is true, then there'il, or will be,
lacking a condition essential for my doing -O, the
conclition, namely, of there being no naval battle
tomorrow).

Pt,, But if -a is true, then it is not within my power to¿ do O (for a reason similar to the one given in err).
P.3 But either Q is true or -Q is true.

C Therefore u

Eíther it is not within my power to do Or or it is
not within my power to do -O.

The conclusion of this argument is howeve¡ equivalent

to rtlt is not the case that, it is now within my power to do

O- and it is also nor^¡ wi.thin mr., oower to rlo-Or'- Anrl thi s. i s-,
exactly the denial of Taylor's non-fatalistic thesis (g):

It is now within my power to po O, and it is also
now within my power to do -O.3

Argument I

The argument here is formally the same as Argument If"
ancl its purpose ís to show that fatalism with respect to past

events is supported in the same way as fatalism with respect

to future events. Taylorts intention is to shol that all- con-

siderations of time are irrelevant as far as the success of

his general argument is concerned.

5 R. TayIor, Metaphysics, p. 6L.
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Taylor presents us with an example in which the occulr-

ence of a naval battle yesterday is a necessary condition for

our reading of a certain headline in todayt s newspaper, and

the non-occurrence of the battle is a necessary condition for

our not reading of the headline. Taylor says that assuming

this we can argue that if the fight did occur, it is not in

our powel not to read the headline, and if the fight dici not

occur then it is not in our power to read the headline, pro-

vided, of course, that we are Iooking at the newspaper' But

the battle either did or did not occur and therefore either it

is not in our power to read the headline or it is not in our

power not to read the headline.

Thus the following changes have been introduced in the

Assumptions and the Premises:

Al sisaperson.

¿

^3

n /'l1-

S?s reading a headline (h) today ensures the occurrence
of the figñt yesterday (f).

S I s not reading the headline (-t-t ) ensures the non-
occurrence of irte fight yesterday (-f).

h and -h are alternative possible acts.

Abbreviating the rest of the argument we have:

f ¡ (-n is not within Srs oower).

-f 3 (n is not within Srs power).

f v -f .

(-fr is not within S's power) v (t-t is not in S's power)'

D¡1¡ +1
-L

D¡l
.Z

D¡l

I



From (C) Taylor infers that
namely, rf h is in Si s power and -h

for (C) entails
Ct -(-t't is within S's power.

the non-fatalistic thesis,
is in Sf s powertt is f alse.

to do O. and it is also
(rrre nón-ratàIistic thesis)

h is within Srs power)

Argument III
Tayror has provided an additional argument, which is

supposed to show that given the non-fatalistic thesis, namely,
I'rt is within my power to do o and it is within my power to do

-o'f and two other premises, we do concrude that the Law of the
excl-uded middle is f aLse. As this resu.r.t is not acceptabre to
most people the argument is realty used to show that the
non-fatalistic thesis is absurd.

1. rf Q is true" then it is not within my power to do-o. (prr)

2. But if.-Q is true then it is not within my power to
do o. (err)

3. But it !q within my power
within my power to do -O.

Therefore,

4. a is not true, and -a is not true.
The outline of the argument is now complete and r sharr

turn to a critical anarysis of the concrusion of the argument,

namely, rtft is farse that it is now within sls power to do o,
and it is also now within Sls power to do -O,rr



CHAPTER I
THE CONDITIONAL ANALYSIS OF IICA\III

In this chapter I shall first attempt to point out the

various uses of the terms ttwithin my powertr, rrcanrr and rf ablerr,

because Taylor uses these terms within his argument as if they

were equivalent in meaning, and I shall then review various

attempts to analyze ¡rcanrt statements and the objections to such

analysis. My discussion is to be considered as a part of a

critical analysís of the thesis which TayJ"or intended to est-

ablish, namely, "It is f alse that it is now within Sf s povúer

to do O, and it is also now within S's power to do -O.,'

Power Statements

In the following discussion I am concerned with state-

ments of the following kind:

It is possible for me to do X.
It is not possible for me to do X.
It is in my.power to do X.
A can do X-(where A refers to a human agent).
A cannot do X.
A has the capacity to do X.
I am able to do X.
ï am not able to do X.

I shall call such statements rrpower statementsrf .

Within the phíIosophical discussions much attention

has been given to the analysis of power statements using the

term rrcarft or rrcouldtr. It has been maíntained either that these

statements are categorical statementso i.e. that the grammat-

ical form of these statements coincides with their logical

formr or that these statements are actually hypotheticals.

The focaL point of j-nterest in most of these analyses has been
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the case where we want to assert that men have the ability to

do things which they actualty did not do. Thus the analysis

of rrs coul-d have done xrr has receÍved most attention. These

statements obviousl-y concern past non-actual states of affairs.

It is then assumed that the statements usíng ftcanrr behave in

somewhat similar manner to the statements about the agentrs

abilities in the present or future tenses. The main i-nterest,

of course, has been directed towards a very particular ability

of the agent, i,e. the ability to choose between two actíons.

In order to clarify what particular ability is under discussion

here, I shall classif y the various uses of po\¡üer statements as

far as they are used with respect to human beings. I do not

intend to assert that these uses are mutually exc.l-usive, â1-

though it seems to me that on some occasions power statements

are used to indicate that a particular condition for the per.-

formance of an act has been satisfied. I shall adopt the foll-ow-
. 1_ .4. _ -Lt _._l_nc| cra 5sl-r l-cdtrl-ofl :

I. Skill sense

The power statement is used in this sense in a situation

in which we claim that S is able to eat with chopsticks, or that

S is able to type, oI that S is able to fly an aircraft in virtue

of the particular training obtained.

2. Instrumental sense

The statement rrl can drive down to Toronto" is used in

an instrumental sense if the man who says it wants to add the

explanatory cLause rrbecause I just bought a carrr. rrI can drive

the nail into the wall because I found the hamm€r", is another
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example of the use of a powel statement in the instrumental

sense.

3. Physical strength sense

This sense is exemplified by the following statements:

(a)rcanpushalawnmower(saidbyagirl,fiveyears
old).

(¡) I cannot lift the car.

4. Non-phYsical strength sense

The statements rt I cannot endure it any longeril when

said by the jealous wife before asking a divorce, or nI can

bear my Sorrowrt illustrate the non-physical strength sense.

5. AuthoritY sense

The foltowing statements illustrate the authority sense:

rrI am able to lead my people; they must trust merr'

rrlt is in my Power to punish You".

ilI can decide that" (saici by President Johnson)'

6. Normative sense.

The term ttcanrr used in the normative Sense indicates

that it is reasonable for the agent to do what he is intending

to do. Thus, if I say that I can infer from certain premises

to a conclusion, I am indicatíng that it is reasonable for me

to do so. Al-so, if I say that I can break a promise in certain

circumstances, I am indicating that it is reasonable for me to

break a rule, oI, if I say that I cannot expect a certain kind of

behaviou:i from a child, I am saying that it is unreasonable to

expect that kind of behaviour from a child.

7 . Log ic al- sen se

The statement rrI cannot draw a square circl-err is an ex-
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ample of the logical sense of power statements. In ordinary

díscourse it is probably used very tittle. we will seldom say

that we are able to do A just because our doing A is logically

possible, though this is a logically necessary condition for aII

the other uses of power statements.

AIl the above uses of power statements have one thing ín

common, namelyu that each statement implies a statement about an-

other state of affairs as a necessary conditíon for the state

of affairs expressed by the power statement'

rhus: r 
::; ;:":'i:"::":":"-::: ;iï':;::.;,:i::]"'

2, rtf can drive to Toronto" implies 'rI have a

carrr.

ttI can push a lawn mowerrr ímplies ilI have

strengthr',

'rI can bear my sorrowrt implies "I have fortituder'"

ItI can decide this issuetr implies I'I am in a

position of authoritY.r'
nI can break my promise (if an over-riding principle

which I hold compels me to do so)" impties rtlt is

reasonable for me to break my promiser"

ItI can draw a squarerl implies "It is logically

possible to draw a squarerr.

However, there is one use of po\ner statements which seems to

be basically different from other uses in virtue of its nec-

essaly condition. In this particular use the power statement

is used to signal that, apart from many other conditÍons for

A

5.

6.
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the performance of the act being satisfied, one special condition
is al- so sati sf ied. Thu s:

8- rrÏ can do'Att implies rtr can do -Arr, and conversely

8a. rrf can do -Arr impJ-ies rrI can do Arr.

Hence we obtain the following biconditional:
8b. T can do A if, and only if, f can do -A.

For instance, if my hitting a man impries that f can also avoid
hitting hÍm, then it is also true that r can hit a man if, and

only if, r can avoid hitting the man. rn this sense of rcanr, if
I c1aím that I cannot avoid hitting the man I am not entitled to
claim that I can hit him. I shall caLl this use of Þower state-
ments the contingency sense of power statements, and I would now

like to consider on what occasions one would want to use power

statements in this way.

on the occasion when r am doing x, my statement that r am

doing x entails that r am able to do x or that r can do x. But

it seems that on this occasion r will never utter *r canrror,Jt
is within my power to do xt in the contingency sense. rf r am

swimming now and r call out: rtr can swim'o r do not intend to
indicate that I can swj-m now and that f can aLso avoid swimming

now. r want to indicate that r have learnt to swim, that r
have finarry achieved my goal. However, the reason why r do

not attempt to indicate that r can do (ln the contingency sense

of ttç¿¡tr) whatever r am doing is that part of what r mean when

r say that f am doing x is that r courd do yc though r am

doÍng x. There are cases where r may want to say 1¡"a r am

doing x but that I cannot do y. For instance, if someone threatens
me with a gun asking me to open a bank safe, r may say that I
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am opening the safe and that I couÌd not do otherwise. How-

ever, in this case f am cJ-aiming that it is unreasonable for
me to refrain from opening the safeo and in that sense I can-

not open the safe. Nevertheless, if f am compelled to open

the safer Dy claim that I am doinq this act entails that I
can do it in the contingency sense of rrcanrr. If , however, I
am over-powered by some bandits and pushed over a cliff, then,

of course I am not doing anything" Something is done to me or

Wilb mê. Similarly, if I am shivering, I cannot claim that I
am doing something, but only that something is b-æg]lg;!g me.

With respect to future events, if I am announcing my

intention that I shall do xe I am also saying that I can do x

although I cou.Ld do y. In the case of my announcing that I
shall not do x I may also want to assert that I can do x, or

that I could do xe or that it is within my power to do xe or I
may want to deny it.

With respect to past events I can distinguish between

the following cases. (a) If I say that I did not do y, I may

also want to assert that I could not do y. Here I am denying

that my omitting to do y is a contingent event. Then there is
the case (U) where I am saying that I did not do ze and that

I couLd have done z s provided that the conditions x and y had

been satisfied, or that it would have been in my power to do

z, provided that the conditions x and y had been satisfied.6

It is interesting to note
implies t'I did not do 2",
to do ztt does not imply t'I

that rtI could have done ztl
whereas ÍIt was in my power
did not do ztt .

6
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On another occasion (") I may want to assert that I did not

do z and that I could have done z, or that it was within my

power to do ze without the further claim that my having the

pol.rer to do z depended on the satisfaction of some conditions.

Then, lastly, (d) t may want to assert that I did not do z,

and that I could have done z, if I had wanted to do z. But

it seems to me that nothing more is asserted here than in the

case (c), as far as the actis being in my power is concerned.

In the above case (U) we actually have two sub-cases.

If I claim that I could have done z if the conditions x and y

had been satisfied then I could again cl-aim that either I coul-d

satisfy these conditíons or I could not. In the latter in-

stance my claim is equivalent to my claim in ("). If I want

to assert the former, i.e" that I can satisfy the conditions x

and yr then the case (¡) is equivalent to (c). If I announce,

on the other hand, that I did xe thenu âs in the case of my

statements about my present acts I am saying that I had it in

my power to do x or that I could do x, using the expressions in

the contingency sense.

Considering now the kind of situations in which we do

use a power statement in the contingency sense, wê can, I think,

distinguish between the following cases. When I consider my

past actions, I may think and claim that I could have done x,

regretting my havÍng chosen rrthe wrong thingil and blaming my-

self for having chosen to do something which contributed to my

disadvantage or something which was not morally permissible.

When I consider future actions I may have the opportunity
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to claim that I can do x or that A can do y in the situations

in which I deliberate about my future actions or in the sit-
uations ín which I gíve advice to someone about the choices

open to him. Thus, I may cLaim that I or he can do this or

that, and in this case I am using the power statement in the

contingency sense, Moral considerations may or may not enter

here depending on whether I am choosing between doing my duty

and the satisfaction of my desires or whether I am choosing

between two morally permissible acts" Thus it is clear that

we not only presuppose or imply by many of our cl-aims that we

can do a certain act (in the contingency sense of ilcanrr), but

that we aLso use power statements in the contingency sense"

t'

The main interest in any controversy about rrcanrr state-

ments, usually within the context of a discussion of determin-

ísm, or of moral responsibility, has been directed toward the

contingency sense of rr canrr . l'tlithin such discussions a trans-

formation of I'A can do xrrinto a causal conditional has been

attempted primarily in order to show that the determinism which

cl-aims that every event including human actions has a cause

does not conflict with the assertion that A could and did do

x and that he also could have done -Xs nor wÍth the assertj-on

that A can now do x and that he now can also do -Xn It is

claimed that if such transformation were successful, wê could

then say thatrrA can do xrrmeansttp causes Sf s doing xrr and rrA

can do -xttmeans "q causes Srs doíng-xrt, where the interpret-

ation of p and q would depend on the partícular analysis which
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we would have adopted aS the correct one. Thus p has been

interpreted either aS rrs is trying to do xrror as rrs chooses

to do xn. Willing, wanting, intending have also been considered

as causes of actions and tlrerefore as suitable antecedents for

the causal conditional which is said to be representing the

actual logical form of the rrç¿¡rt statement.

G. E. Moore suggested this kind of analysis of rrcanrr

statements.T He claimed that lI couldrr is simpJ-y and solely

a short way of saying rf r shourd, if r chsserr, though he has

also said that rrcould have donen is equivalent to I'could have

doneo if chosenrr. As Moore vuas arguing for the compatibitíty

of determinism with free action, it seems reasonable to suppose

that Moore intended to show that rrcanl or rrcouldrr ís used to

indicate a condition for an act rather than to show that it

is used to indicate a condition for the ability to act" How-

ever, his statements have provoked discussion of two different

kinds of analyses of ncanrr statements. On the first kind of

analysis statements of the form rrI can do xrf are said to be

equivalent in meaning to rrl can do xe if I choose to do xtt;

the second analysis claims that rtcarìrt statements have the log-

ical form of rtI shall do xe Íf I choose tor'. It has been argued

that the rrifrr on the first kind of analysis is not the I'ifrr of

a causal conditional, and that, generallyo in a statement of

this kind, ,'if,'does not indicate any condition for the abílitv

to act. Prima facie it is rather surprísing that anyone should

assume that the statement "I can, if I choosertis a conditional

7 G, E, Moore, Ethics (London:
196I), pp. izffi

Oxford UniversitY Presso
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statement at arl, because it does not seem that choosing could

be a condition of someoners ability to act. Therefore some

consideration of our uses of the term tto chooser is in order.

ItTo Chooserl

It seems that there are at least five different uses

of the verb |tto choosefi"

Firstr wê use the term rrto choose" in place of ilto

deliberatê", where the latter term could be defined as follows:
A deliberates if, and only if,
1. A thinks actively about the actions which he coul-dpossÍbly do, and

2" A aims to make a decision.

The term rtto decidet' can, in turn, be defined in the

follor¡ring way:

A decides what to do, if, and only if,
1. A terminates a deliberation about a possible

action, and

2. A intends to do a particular action.

The last definition defines aLso the second use of the term
Itto choosett, as we often use the term rtto chooseil in place of
rrto decidert. Thus, for instance we say that A has chosen his
course of action, hêaning that he did deliberate what to do and

that he decided his future acts.

Thirdly, wê use rrto choosert instead of ilto intendr', and

fourthlye we use rrto choose, to indicate that the agent is doing

something which he has or had decided to do. Thus we say that
A chose a car, meaning that A took a car after deciding to take
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it rather than a horse. Fifthly, and finalì-y, wê use the term

in question when we want to indicate that the agent is doing

what he intended to do. For j-nstance, we would say that a man

being very hungry chose the largest piece of bread, meaning

that he took the largest piece of bread, but we do not want

to say that he necessarily deliberated (and decided in that

sense) before he took the bread. Even if we want to insist
that a minimum of deliberation is necessary for every action,

I thínk that the above distinction between decision and intention

can be made, âs minimal deliberation could be, and is, disting-

uished from deliberation as defined earlier. The soldier who

acts in response to a command Íntends to do whatever he does,

but he cannot be said to have decided what to do, though he

can be said to have decided to obey all the orders of the army

before he joined it.
Considering now the statement I'I can, if I chooser',

we can see that, if choosing is interpreted as being deliber-

ation, decision or intention, then we cannot say that it is a

sufficient condition for the ability to act. I can deliberate,

decide or íntend to do x without being abÌe todo x, My del-

iberating, deciding or íntending is a logícalIy sufficient con-

dition only for my believing that I am able to do x. If my

choosing x is interpreted as doing x (tfre fourth and fifth

uses of rrchoosingtt), then choosing is a suff icient condition

for my ability to act, but it is a logically sufficient con-

dition, âs it follows in a rather obvious way that if I do x,

I am also able to do x.
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In the philosophical Iiterature we can find arguments

of different forms, âIl of which, if correct, would show that

the statement I'I can, if I choosert is not a causal conditional.

It has been argued either that the rrifil of the above statement

is not the rrifrt of a conditional from which it would follow that

the statement is not a causal conditíonal, or that the statement

is not a causa] conditional from which it has been infemed that

the I'ifil is not the rtifrr of a condition. It has also been argued

that choosing is not a condition, from which it woul-d follow

that the statement in question is not a causal conditional. I
shalÌ now turn to these arquments.

Conditional Anal-ysis I
Brian Ellis argues that the rrifrr is not the rtifrr of

aconditíon." He suggests that the rrifrr in the statement r'ï cane

if I chooset' can be replaced by rrwhenrr. By substitution we

obtain the statement '!T e an when i ehoose::. But Eiiis thinks

that we cannot do this in the case of the conditional statement

trltlf come, if it rainsrr. It does not appear, though, that

this particular argument supports ElÌisr s claim. If S says

I'It11 come when it rainsrt, he may be saying something diff-

erent from what he is saying in his claim that he will come

if it rains. But he seems to be claiming at least as much as

when he says t'Itfl come, if it rainst'. The if may not have the

force of when, because the term when is used to indicate a tem-

B. Ellis, rrI can,
pp. I28-I29.

B if I choosêt', Analvsis, XII (fgSf-sZ),
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poral- relationship between the events referred to by the

antecedent and the consequent; however, rrwhentr will at least

fulf iI the f unction of the rr if rt of a condition though the

Iatter may not always futfil the function of the former.

Ell-isr s second argument consists of suggesting that we

cannot replace the I'ifn in rrI can, if I choosel by the term

I'althoughrr, whereas we can do that in the case of I'If ll come,

if it rainsrr. But his second argument also fails to support

his claim.

The fact that we cannot substitute ralthough" for rtiftl

in the case of rrI cane if I choosel does not show that my

choosing to do x is not a sufficient condition for my being

able to do x. The oddity of the expression ttI can do xr a}-

though I choose to do xrrmay rest just on thefact that choosing

in one sense is a sufficient condition for my being able to do

x. However, iñ this case we intend to assert the existence of

- r--r^^1 -^r^r-:^^ -^¡ Ell'ic m:r1¡ t^rêñ+ tnclaim that he had inct l-u9IUcrl. l-gfqLaLrrlt qtlu Lr¿rJ ¡ltq)' vvq¡¡v wv

mind a causal conditional.

But also in the latter case we cannot show that the rrifrl

is not the rrifrr of a causal conditional just by showing that we

cannot substitute I'although" for rt if rr . Consider f or instance,

the causal conditional rrlf I jump from a flying airplane, then

I shall be kill-ed". We seem to be just as reluctant to make a

substitution here as on the previous occasion, whereas in the

case of rrIrlI come, iî it rainsil We can make the substitution

just because we assume that no kind of necessary condition is

ímplied.
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An argument against the thesis that choosinq is not a

condition for the ability of performing an act has been for-
warded by Cuckoo.9 He exhibits the following two statements:

Cuckoo then suggests that the condition for the ability to per-

form the act is the same in (Z) as in (l). This shows, he

correctly suggests, that no new condition has been added in

(Z) by my saying that I choose to hurry. The examples show

that on some occasions we may use rrl choose to hurryrr as an

equivalent to il I hurryt' .

However, the examples do not show that choosing, in some

sense of the word, is not a condition for the ability to act.

Both statements ttI can catch the bus, if I humyt'and rrI can

catch the bus, íf I choose to hurryt' is used here to refer to
the act of hurrying rather than choosing apart from the action.

1"

2.

J" L. Austin has

not a causal conditional

a condition"l. lo Austin

I can, if I humy.

I can, if I choose to hurry.

Therefore, obviousiy, no new conoition is acicieci by saying

rrchoose to hurryrt in place of ilhurryrr, though |tchoose to

is informative in the way that it tells us that the agent

not made to hurry.

hurryrt

is

argued that rtT cane if I chooserr is

, and that the ilifrr is not the ilifrr of

supports his thesis by showing that

9 Cuckoo (pen-name), rrI can
(rçst-sz), pp. 126-L28.

if I chooser', Analvsis XII,

I0 J. L. Austin, "Ifs and Canstr, Phil-clsophical Papers
(Oxford at tÉe Clarendon Preás
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the kind of inferences v\,e can make from a causal conditional

differ from those which we can make from a statement of the

form rtI can do x, if I choose to do xrr. Thus, he points out that

we can legitimately deny the consequent of a causal conditional-

and infer the denial of the antecedent, but that we cannot do

this in the case of the above statement. We cannot ínfer from

ItI cane if I choosertto ttlf I cannot, then I do not chooserr.

On the other handr wê can assert the consequent in rtI cane if
I chooserr irrespective of a denial or assertion of the antecedent.

I can say that I can do x, whether I choose to or not, Such an

inference is not possible, however, from a causal conditional.

There can be no doubt that the statement in question

as interpreted by Austin is not a causal condi.tional and that

his argument supports his thesis. While agreeing that Austinrs

argument is valid, Kurt Baier points out, that Austin was mis-

taken in interpreting rtI can, if I choosen as being a statement

-..r--..--r rL^ ^*^-!t ^ ^r^: r: L-. L^ ^^¿ Il Lr^ ^.,^^^^+^ +l-,a* A.,a*in
douuL LlIe| dggllL'5 d¡JJ_l.JLy LU clr¿Lo Ils ÐLryvcfl,Ð u¡¡su nuÐe¿¡¡

was misled into this interpretation by considering statements

of the form rrf could do x, if I @i an Y", and that he did not

think of the possibility that the statement rrf could, if I
choser,might be a statement about the exercise of the agentrs

ability.
Baier first attacks Austinrs víew that the I'ifrr in

question explesses doubt or hesitation by showing that there

is no doubt nor hesitation expressed by the statement I'I could

have done xe if I had chosenrr. Baier correctl-y points out that

K. Baier, "Could and Would", Analvsis XXIII (Suppl.

Jan., 1963), pp, 20-29,

1I
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statements of this form imply that the action has already been

chosen and that there can be no doubt nor hesitation on the

part of the agent at the time when he makes the claim, Baier

suggests that Austin may have made his mistake by considering

the problematic statement in the present tense only. Thus it
may seem plausible that rtifrt expresses doubt or hesitation in

the case of ttI can, if I choose" u because the agent may as yet

be in doubt about his future actions. But as this is not the

case if we formul-ate the statement in the past tense, Baier

infers that Austints claim is incorrect.

Baier furthermore claims that I'A could have done x e if he

had chosen" entail-s that A would have done x, if he had chosenn

because the statements ttA could have done x, if he had chosenrl

andtrA wouLd not have done x, if he had chosenrr are not com-

patible. Baiero thenr 9oês on to argue that the rrifil is an

Itifrr of sufficient condition but not of necessary condition.

fn support of the first claim he says that'rA could have done x'

if he had chosen[ is incompatible with "A might have done x, if
he had chosenil , pointing out that 'tA could have done x, if he

had chosen'r does not allow for the possibility that A is not

doing xe if he chooses to do x. In support of the second

claim he points out that, if we assume that the rrífrr indicates

also a necessary condition, then we should be prepared to say

that Ats doíng x was not possible without his choosinq to do x.

But, Baier claims, this we are not willing to do because we can

do x without choosing, âs for instance, when we do something
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without thinkingr or if we are t'fÌattered into doing it'r.
Baier? s analysis shows that it is plausible to inter-

pret "A could have done x, if he had chosenrtor ilA can do x

if he chooses¡r as being a causal condítional, but the anarysis

does not show that the statement ilI can do xrtentails, nor

that it is entailed by a causal- conditional of the above kino.12

I shall now turn to the objections which have been raÍsed against

the view that the statement rtr can do x. is equivalent to a

causaL conditional.

Conditional Analvsis II
On the second kind of analysis trI cantt is rendered as

rr I shal-I, if I chooseil . This analysis has been suggested by

W, D. Rosso and P" H. Nowell-Smith, and it has been attacked

by Austin, who argues in particular against Nowell-Smithts

presentation of the analysir.I3
Nowell-Smith attacks the víew that rrI canrt is a cat-

egorical statement, as he thinks that such a view presupposes

a mental state refemed to by t'I cantt. He claims that it is
loqically o.dd to say that: 'rsmith can run a mile, has had

I2 Other positive suggestíons have been made with regard to
the analysis of the meaning of the statement trI cane if I
chooserr. Thus G. M. Mathews (Analvsis XII (fgSf-SZ) pp.
131-132) thinks that the stateñffiãñãulo be translatää
as rrf can and nothing prevents mett. D. Gasking (Analysis
xII (fçSf-sz) pp. I26-iZe) claims that the rri¡ñ ¿ffie is
introduced to show that it would be unreasonable for me
to do x, though I could do it.

W. D. Ross, Foundations pp. 24O-24L. P. H.
Austin, rrlf s and Cansr' .

l3

Nowell-Smith, Ethics, p.
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several opportunities, is passionately fond of running, has no

medical or other reasons for not doing so, but has never in
f act done so. tl

Austin shows that the above claim does not support

Nowel-l-Smithts contention that trI canrf means the same as rrI

shall-, if f chooseft in the following manner. He translates
rtlogically oddt' by "Ít is not the caserr and he reformulates

and symbolizes Nor,vell-Smith?s claim in the following way:

Logically odd (ability (p) gpportunity (q) ¿

motive (r) . non-action (-s)

-(p q . r -s))
Austin then points out that from these premises we can infer

I. p=((q r)=s).
But he also points out that we cannot infer

2. ((q r) > s)> p

Therefore Nowell-Smith cannot cLaÍm that op'means the same as

'((q " r). s)', Austin suggests that the claim may very well

be comect and he acknowledges that he has only shown that
Nowell-Smith has not provided a valid argument to support

this claim.

However, Austin has also provided an argument with the

intention to show that 'rf shall, íf I choosen is not a causal
- 14conditional.*' This argument has recently been criticized by

1ÃLehrer,*" Austin had argued that rtl shall" Ín f'I shallo if I

I4

15

J. L, Austin, Philosophical Papers (London: Oxford
University Pie

K. Lehrer, ttAn Empirical Disproof of Determinisffit',
Freedom and Determinism, ed. K. Lehrer, (New York:
Random House 1966), pp. 191-193.
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chooseil is not an expression of fact but of intention, and

that Itif I chooseil expresses a stipulation, i.e., a condition

for my intending to act in a certain way. Lehrer replies to
Austin by saying that Austin?s own examples do not support his

thesis and that the context in which rrI shallo if I chooseil is
used shows the ímplausibility of Austínt s contention. Thus

Lehrer points out that the statement with which Austin compared

Itf shall, if I choosê", namely, t'I shalL marry if I choose'r,

does not express the agent's intention. It is not equivalent to
,'J intend to marry, if I chooseil as Austin supposed, because

the context in which an agent would assert the statement in-
dicates that the agentts having or not having a choice is under

discussion, Lehrer acknowledges the fact that on some occasions

the form rrI shall,, " o ift' is used to express an intention, âs¡

for instance, when the agent says rr I shall buy a boat if I get

a raiserr. Lehrer claims that in such cases the context of the

discussion is not the same as in the other, and that it would be

most peculiar to suggest that an intention has been expressed

in the case of the statements rrI shall do xe if I choose toil

and rrl shall marry him, if I choose torr. Lehrer does not tell
us on what this peculiarity rests, but it is clear that we do

not consider choosing as being a condition for our intending

to do somethingo partly because we can intend to do something

without choosing, and partly because we cannot choose without

intending to do what we choose, as in the relevant sense of
rrchoosingil, if I choose to do x, I close my defiberation with

the intention to do x. This does not mean, however, that we
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never claim that choosing is a condition for our intending to

do what we chose to do. Thus, somebody for instance may claim:

I'If I choose to do x, then I intend to do xrr. Andthough this
statement may seem to be analytic, it is not meant to be in

ordínary speech. The statement is used to indicate that the

choice is final, but it is not used to announce an intention.

Therefore I conclude that Austinrs attempt to show that the

statement rrI shallu if I chooserr does not represent a causal

condition has failed.
Lehrer himself adopts another line of argument against

1É.this analysis of can statements.'" He employs the reductio
rrI canrr does not mean rrIad absurdum method in arquinq that

shall, if 'r and that rrI couldil does not meanu "I should have,

ifi Thus he first assumes that:

f can = df. I shaIl, if I choose. (f)

then bv sustitution in

I can, if f choose. (Z)

he gets the following equivalence:

I can, if I choose (Z) = I shall, if I choose, if
I choose. (g)

Then Lehrer says that the statement (g) has the form

If p, then, if p then q.

This he reduces to

If p then q.

K. Lehrer, rrlf s, Cans and Causês", Analysis XX
(rçrg-oo), pp. L22-L24.

L6
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Therefore, according to Lehrer

I can, if I choose (Z) = I shall-, if I choose. (ga)

But this cannot be, because il I canrr and tt I shalltt are not

equÍvalent. Therefore the assumption is false"

In a joínt paper Bruce Goldberg and Herbert Heidelberger

have charged that this line of argument presupposes that lÏ

can, if J choosel j-s a conditional, and that Lehrer is not

entitled to this presupposition because he agrees with Austin

that the statement is not a conditionul.fT Lehrerts answer

to the charge is that one does not have to presuppose that

the statement in question is a conditionul"IB He claims that

the argument is sound on informal grounds. However, it seems

to me that Lehrer has not defended his position successfully.

The fact that he reversed the order of the terms of the

statement to be symbolized, and his claim that he can reduce

the statement rrI shall, if I choose if I chooset' to rtI shall,

íf I choosertappear to presuppose that the former statement is

a conditional. But even if we accept Lehrerr s claim that the

reduction is acceptable on informal groundsr his argument does

not support his thesis, He is claiming that ilI can' if I

chooser' (Z) cannot be equivalent to I'I shall, if I choose (gu),

ItMr" Lehrer on the Constitution of Cans", Analysis XXI
(rgeo-6r), p. 96.

ItCans and Conditionals:
(ts0t-02) pp. 23-24.

T7

t8 A Rejoinderrr, Analvsis, XXII
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because I'I canrr and I' I shallt' are not equivalent. However this

argument has some force only if it is presupposed that (Z) and

(3a) are condítionals, and Lehrer assumed that (2) is not a

conditional. Lehrer has also never questíoned whether or not

(3a) is a causal conditional. Assuming that it is a condÍtional,

and assuming that (Z) is not a conditional one may have a reason

to suspect that the statements in question are equivalent' I

therefore conclude that Lehrer has not proved his point'

R. Taylor also rejects the thesis that the apparent

categorical I'I canl is translatable by the use of a causal
10conditional.rv Taylor agrees that the hypothetical statements

of the form lI shall do xe if I y" (where rrytr can be replaced

by the terms ltryrr, rtintendr', t'wisht', and 'rchoosetr, or where

the conditional clause can be replaced by t'if it suits my pur-

posen or by'rif there is any point to it") are in ordinary language

equivalent to lI canr', but he does not think that such statements

express causal relations.

In support of this claim he first suggests that if a

man were asked why he did a particular action" and if he rer:lied

that he did it because he wanted to, we would recognize that

an expì-anation has been refused. Taylor suggests further-

more that this argument can be used also with respect to all

the other kinds of conditions referred to in the above hypoth-

eticals.

R. Taylor, @ (Prentice Hall " L966),
Ðo. 4L-56.

t9
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Taylorts argument seems to be very plausible, but it
supports his claim without reservations only in the case where

the agent replies that he did x because he tried. An explan-

ation is refused in this case because the agentr s trying is
part of his action. It is possíble, however, to think of sit-
uations in which the agent is providing some explanation by

saying that he did x because he intendedr or chose, to do x or

because it suited his purpose. For instance, if A cannot under-

stand why his friend killed a man and he knows that his friend

is not of the kind of men who go around killing people, he

will receive some explanation if he is told that his friend

wanted to do it" A will know then, that his friend was not

forced to kill the man, though he will not know his friendrs
reasons for acting as he did.

SecondIy, Taylor suggests that his claim is supported

by the fact that r¡le cannot, "irt justice to common senserr, con-

sider the above hypotheticals as expressing causal relation-
ships. However, this argument carries no weight as it is
precisely the question r,vhat we do mean in the ordinary use of

this expression which we want to clarify. fn order to settle

the questionr wê have to show that we do not express a causal-

relation when we assert such hypotheticals,

To support his thesis Taylor also provides'the following

argument. He points out that all of the above hypotheticals

are equivalent in the ordinary language to "I can do xtr.

Thus we have at least four hypotheticals which are equivalent
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to rrI can do xrt:

A'= X

Þ-VD¿l\

C>X
D >X

Taylor then infers from this that these hypotheticals are

equivalent in meaning. But, he says, if we assume that
A, B, C and D are states or events, as we have to do if the

hypotheticals are causal conditionaLs, then we cannot say that
they are equivalent to each other, because each of the con-

ditions, A, B, C and D refer to a distinct, event or state.

Thus Taylor points out that rrthe events or states properly

caIIed ttrying', twishing', tintendiffgt, thaving onets purposer,

and so oñ, if these be regarded as events or states that might
20

actually occur within me, are not the samert .

As the argument stands, it does not appear to have much

force. To eRsure success TayÌor musi show t,hai the t,erms useci

in the conditional- clauses of the different hypotheticals have

not the same referent, but raylor has not done this. An opponent

to Taylort s view may very werr argue that in the ordinary lang-

uage the terms in A, B, C and D are used loosely and inter-
changeably and that all the hypotheticals express the same

causal relation, Í.e., that they are equivalent causal con-

ditionals.
Taylor's last argument in support of his claim that the

hypotheticals in question are not causal conditionals rel-ies

20 R. Taylor, Action ?nd purpose, p. 5I
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on the assumption that we never observe causal re-l-ationships

betv¡een the conditions, A, B, c and D and the supposed effects
of these conditions. Taylor claims that rrour entire criterion
for saying what he wanted (or tried, or intendect, or what not)

to do, is what in fact he did',.21

Again, it is not possible to accept Taylorrs claim as

it stands, because on many occasions we use criteria other

than the performed act for ju€ing that the agent intended or

wanted to do that particular act" Thus, if the runner takes

up his position at the starting line, wê take this action as

the criterion for his intentÍon to run the race. rf it is
argued that the runnerl s walk to the starting line is already
part of the act of running the race o wê could go a step further
and claim that his savinq that he is going to run in the race

is a crite¡ion forhis intending to run a race. Therefore it
is very surprising that Taylor claims that r¡re not onl-y cannot

câr¡ :nr¡*Lri nn :l.rnrr* +ha rnan* t o i n*an'l-.: ^^ ..'; +l ^,,+ ^L^^-.,s ^^ L: ^qvu¡¡u !,_ ¿¡¡uq¡tv¿v¡¡ vv*L¡lvut, vÄJÞEIv.LIIv ¡¡l_Þ

acti.onu but that we also do not infer from the agentts action

to his intention. Taylor claims that the statement referring
to the agentts action entails a statement refeming to his in-
tention. But it seems that this claim commits one to the view

that intentions are part of our actions, and al-so that we neveï

have unfulfilled intentions. This víew, however, is incompatibte

with the fact that we often do not rearize our intentions, and

it cannot therefore be supported. Taylort s Iast argument there-

2T R. Taylor, Action and Purpose. p. 52
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fore does not support his claim, and as none of Taylorr s argu-

ments are stlong enough to support his claim that hypotheticals

of the form "I shall, if I xrrare not causal conditionals, I
conclude that Taylor has not substantiated his claim, though

this of course does not imply that these hypotheticals are

causal conditionals.

But Taylor also claims not only that the above hypo-

theticals do not provide causal statements as equivalents to

the statement rrI canrru but that no causal hypothetical can

be a part or the whole of an analysis of this statement" He

supports his claim on the grounds that a causaL relationship

can be expressed by a subjunctive hypotheticalu whereas the

meaning of I'I canrrcannot be expressed in this form. For in-

stance, I could legitimately claim that if a brain event should

occur, then my arm would move, but this would not express what

I want to claim by saying that I can move my arm. Taylor points

out that the subjunctive hypothetical may be true even in the

case where I am claiming that I cannot move my arm.

Taylor also considers what follows from the hypothesis

that rt I canfi expresses a causal re]-ationship. He claims that

if we assume that the hypothetical of the form "If Yg then xrl

expresses the meaning of rrf canrr, wê then face the following

diLemma" The event x has as its cause Yg and y may be either

an actíon or not an action. If the cause is an action, then

I can ask whether I can do y, and if I say that I can do y

then I am saying, according to the hypothesis, that I shall do

y, if z. Thus we are led to an infinite regress. If, however,
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we assume that the cause y is not an action but a mere cause,

we cannot say that the effect is an action.

Taylorrs dilemma has been attacked by D.M. Armstrong
22

in a review of Taylorts book Action and Purpose. He agrees

that Rylers infinite regress argument, âs employed by Taylor,

is a valid one, but he thinks that the second horn of the dit-
emma is not as sharp as Taylor r¡¡ould like to have it. Armstrong

cl-aims that we do have special causes of our acts in the form

of purposes, and he offers the following definition of 'purposer':

A purpose or an intention is a state with causal
powers that initíates and sustains lines of conduct .\¿)
by *uanr of Þeliefs about and perceptions of the world.zr

He suggests that purposes cause acts in a manner similar to
compel-led acts, and that we have a non-inferential awareness

of such causes similar to the awareness of pressure. Armstrong

considers these causes as being rtinformation sensitive' and it
seems to me that the introduction of this notion indicates that

Armstrong wants to distinguish between two different kinds of

causes. Armstrong, has not as yet made his position known to

the public and the few suggestions offered as an invitatíon to
his forthcoming book do not allow one to evaluate his view.

Taylorts position, it seems to me, could be defended by

saying that compelled acts are not caused acts in the sense

of rrcauset' which is used in Taylorr s dilemma. and that therefore

22

23

D. M. Armstrong, frR. Taylor, Action and Purposert,
A.rrtr.ul".,ian Jõurnal of 

'phiio@66) 
,

Ibid. , p. 234
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Armstrongt s analogy between compelled acts and caused acts

does not help him to establish his position. Taylor of course

holds that acts are caused in some sense, but not in the sense

which we use in talking about caused events as distinct from

actions. Taylort s positÍon appears to be sound provided we

grant him his distinction between events and acts.

Another attempt to show that no causal conditional can

be a part or the r¡rhol-e of the analysis of t'l cantthas been made

.24by Lehrer.-' Lehrerts method consists of showing that a causal-

conditional which supposedly represents the statement 'rS can

do x¡r ís compatible with premises which entail that S cannot do

x. From this he infers that the causal conditionaÌ is also

compatible with the statement rrs cannot do X", and that therefore

the causal conditional cannot entail the statement rrs can do xtr.

From this it then follows that the causal conditional cannot ex-

press the meaning of rrI can do xrt.

To iiiust,rat,e Leh¡erls procecÌure i shaii t,ake his own

example.

1. If S is not chained, then S will move

2. If S is chained. then S cannot move

d

S is chained

S c annot move 2, 3 e lvî. P .

Premise (f ) is said to be a causal conditional r¡rith the proviso

that S r¡rants to move. Premises (Z) and (S) are claimed to be

compatible with premise (f ) . The concfusion (+ ) f oIl-ows from

K. Lehrer, "An Empirical Disproof of Determinis.ffi",
Freedom and Determinísm, êd. K. Lehrer (New Yorlç'. It5-202.

24
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(Z) and (S). Using the principle that if P is consistent r¡¡ith

a and Q entails R, then P is consistent with R and inconsistent

with -R, given that (f) is P, the conjunction of (z) and (g)

is Q, and (+) is R, Lehrer then infers that (f) does not en-

tail the negation of (+), i.e., the causal conditional- does not

entail that S can move.

Bruce Aune criticizes Lehrert s argument in a recent

paper claiming that Lehrer has not supplied any reasonable

grounds for saying that the premises are compatibrc?5 Aune

suggests that the man who supports the analysis of rrcanrr in

terms of a causal conditional may equally well assume that the

premises are not compatible" Aune claims that one may suspect

that the premises (Z) and (g) are not compatible with the causal

condÍtional- just for the reason that they entail the contradictory

of that which premise (1) on a conditional analysis is supposed

to entail, namelyn rrs can do xrr,

Aunets criticism is a fair one but it seems to me that

ít is possible to raise even stronger objections to Lehrerr s

procedure. I think it is possible to show that Lehrerr s argu-

ment is not acceptable because in hís use of the term rrcalìt' he

presupposes an analysis of the term which conflicts with the

proposed conditional analYsis.

I shall first set out Lehrerts argument in general terms:

1. If condition C obtains, then S vuifl do x
2. If condition C does not obtain, then S cannot do x
3. Conditíon C does not obtain

25
B . Aune , trHypothetic al s and r Can t :

Anatysi_e* xxvrr {ß01), 191-195.
æl

Another Lookr' ,
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Therefore,

4. S cannot do x

In asserting the second premise Lehrer clearly presupposes that

the absence of the condition C is causally sufficient for Srs

not doing x. In other words, Lehrer presupposes that if the

condition C does not obtain then S does not do x.

In addition, the second premise is not acceptable with-

out a further justification. One would have to show that it is

the case that if a sufficient condition for Sts doing is absent

S not only does not do x, but that S also cannot do x, IIow,

it is possible to use some principle to ínfer premise (Z) from

the suppressed causal conditional. For instanceo wê could use

the principle that if the absence of a condition is sufficient

for Sts not doing xe then S cannot do x. The possibility that

Lehrer has presupposed such a principle in his argument is

suggested by the fact that he provides us with a definition of

------r :-----:L:'l:!..,.,L:^L ^^,.tJ L.¡ ^-^;ì.r -^.li€iaÀ *n nirta rrc
uduscll llllPlJ55J_uII¿ L y vv¡¡Jv¡l v\JL¡Iu vç sqol¿ 

' 
¡¡¡vu¿! ¡Lu Y¿ v v

such a principle (Lehrerrs definition: rtlt is causally im-

possible for somethíng to happen if and only if there exist

antecedent conditions sufficient to cause it not to happen",)26

Lehrert s argument would have then the following form:

1. If condition C obtains, then S will do x

la, If condition -C obtains, then S will not do x

lb" If condition -C is sufficient for Sts not doing x'
and -C obtains. then S cannot do x

26 K. Lehrer, ,'Añ Empirical Disproof of Determinism'r, p. 190.
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lc. If condition -C is sufficient for St s not doing
x, then if -C obtains, S cannot do x

2. If -C obtains, then S cannot do x

3. The condition -C obtains

Therefore,

4, S cannot do x

In the above argument premise (z) follows from (fa) and

(]b). (fc¡ is equivalent to (fa) according to the Rule of

Exportation. (fa) is the suppressed causal conditíonal, and

(f¡) is a principì-e which could be used to arrive at premise

(z) ,

However, regardless of the procedure by which Lehrer may

have arrived at his premise (Z) we can raise the previously men-

tioned objectionu namely, the objection that Lehrer has pre-

supposed an analysis of rrI canl which conflicts with the con-

ditional analysis.

The situation appears to be the following one. Both

Lehrer and the supporter of the conditional- analysis of rrcanrl

assume that we can find causally sufficient conditions for our

actions" But Lehrer in his argument uses the term rtcanl in a

way which allows us to assert that if S can do x' then S cloes

x. That this follows from Lehrerrs premises can be shown by

continuing the above argument:

4. If S can do xe then the condition C obtains
(From (z) by Íransposition)

6. If S can do xe then S will do x
(p"o* (i) ãno'(r) bv Hvpothetical svrlosism)

Howeverr oû the condítional analysis we are entitled to claim

only that if S can do xe then it is the case that S will do x'
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provided that the condition C obtains.

Therefore a supporter of the conditional analysis may

reasonably claím that Lehrer in his argument against the con-

ditional analysis is already presupposing an analysis of rrcanrl

which is not compatible with the analysis suggested by his

opponent. I conclude, then that Lehrerts argument faíls to

show that nS can do xrr is not entailed by a causal conditional

of the f orm "S will do x, if . . . r' , from which it follows that

he has not shown that an analysis of rr f can do xrt in terms of

a causal conditional is impossible.

I therefore also conclude that most of the arguments

against an analysis of trs can do xrrin terms of a causal con-

ditional have not shown that an analysis of this kind is im-

possible, However, I think that Taylort s argument against a

causal analysis of the above expression which I considered

earlier carries enough weight to render such analysis very

impiausibie,
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CHAPTER II

TAYLOR'S AI{ALYSIS OF IICANJII STATEMENTS

Having considered, in the prevíous chapter, several

attempts to analyze the ilcanrr of human agency in terms of a

causal conditional I shall now investigate Taylort s analysis

of rtcanrr statements, and his use of the phrase "wíthin my

powerr'" I shall also attempt to provide an account of our

use of modal terms, because Taylor, in his analysis of rrcanrr

employs modal terms, and because some of Taylorrs critics have

presupposed that power statements are modal statements to which

we may apply generally accepted rules of modal logics. Without

some understanding of our use of modal terms the position of

Taylor and that of his critics therefore cannot be evaluated.

Tay,Lort s Classification of "Can" Statements

Taylor claims that we can distinguish between three
l: ^!:-^! ^'f tL^ !^-* ll^^*ll 'T.L..^ ¡^ 

^*'alamnn4-a\¡J-S LItlU U Llstri5 t,I L¡lC LEtltt \,crll . I ¡lLl 5 9 Irt sulllç Ð uq uslrrsr¡ LÐ

[canrr is used to express the idea of contingencY, and in these

statements we ffiây, according to Taylor, substitute the term

rrmightil for the term rrcanrf withoutincurring a change in meaning.

For example¡ wê could say that a desk can have white color,

meaning that it might have white coloru and Taylor claims that

the term nmight" means t'might and might notr',

The second use of rrcanrr is found in statements expressing

causal capacity. For instanceo íf we say that water can dis-

solve sugar, wê are asserting that water has the capacity to

dissolve sugar, but we do not intend to say here that water

might dissolve sugar.
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In its third use, according to Taylor, the term rrcanrr

expresses the power of human agency. Thus, if I say that A can

open a certain door, I am cì-aiming that A has the capacity to

open the door" But Taylor claims that the term rrcanrt does not

express on this occasion the same kind of capacity as it ex-

presses on the occasion of our use of the term with respect to

inanimate things.

Having outlined the basic distinctions which have been

made by Taylor with respect to our use of the term rrcanrr I

shall turn to a closer analysis of these distinctions. But,

before turning to Taylort s contingency sense of rrç¿¡tt I shall

fírst discuss our use of modal terms in general.

Moda.l Terms and the Idea of "Continqencyil

The group of the basic modal terms consists of the terms

Itnecessaryrr, Itimpossiblert r "possiblett and Itcontingentrr, and we

use these terms in statements such as I'It is possible that S is

doing X", tlNecessarily the triangle has three sides'r, and rrÏt

is impossible that salt ís not soluble'r. The term "possible"

deserves special attention as it is used sometimes in a wider

sense and sometimes in a narrower Sense. fn the latter use'

which is also the ordinary use, it is equivalent to the term

rrcontingentrr. This kind of possibility has been also caIIed

two-sided possibility, because if a statement is possible in

this sense, then vue can legitimately infer that the negation

of the statement is also possible, whereas we cannot make this

kind of inference if we use "possible" in the wider.un.".27

I. M. Bochenski, A History of Formal Loqic
fndiana: Uni-versity of Notre Dame Pressu

(Notre Dame,
196r) pP. 82-85.

27
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In this latter sense of "possiblet' a statement may be either
a contingent or a necessary statement. This kind of possibility
has been sometimes call-ed 'rone- sided possibility" , for the rea-

son that we cannot infer from the fact that p is possible that

not-p is also possible.

The Loqical Relations of Modal Terms

The logical relationships between the basic modal terms

can be shown by taking, in turn, each term as a primitive term

and by defining the remaining terms by the use of the primitive

term. Given that ttp is possibleil- ilPpt', ttp is necessaryrt=ttNptt,

"p is impossibl-e¡r - ilIptt, and t'p is contingentil = rrcprr, wê arrive,

then, by adopting the above procedure at the following four sets

of definitions:

a)

^l

¿y-
Np=
cp=
Pp=
fp=
cp=

.(Pp)

- (n-p)

Ðn-LY.
Np --

(p- p
-(rp
- (t¡þ

- (r-p)
-( rp)

I-p
-(rbl.

, Pp)= C
. -(I-p
' - (w-þ

-(pp)
-( p-p )(p:p)

- (N-P)
N-p

-(¡¡p).

b)

Ä\ p
) 'cp
)=cþ

It is possible also to arrange the modal terms around

the square of opposition, provided that we make an adjustment

which is needed to show how the term I'continqentr' ís related

to other modal terms:

Np

Pp -Np
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In the above diagram we see exhibited the same relations

which hold in the traditional square of opposítion with the add-

itional- fork below indicating that the relation of equivalence

holds between the conjunction of the sub-impJ.icants and the ex-

pression at the base of the fork.

Modal Terms and States of Affairs

One of the problems which we encounter in considering

our use of modal terms is that it is not quite obvious whether

'Jve are saying something about a state of affairs or whether we

are saying something about the statement expressing this state

of af f airs when we claim that it is possible (impossibl-e ) tf,at

S is doing x. But before proceeding r¡rith the discussion of this

problem the notion of state of affairs itself needs some clar-

ific ation.

One of the ways in which we can clarify this notion is

to say that a state of affairs is that which is expressed by a

statement, oI, taking the descriptive statement as the paradigm

case of statements, we can say that a state of affai¡s is that

which is described by a statement and that statements describe

states of affairs. The major distinction made here is that

between language and the wor1d, the language being used as a

symbolic device for the representation of the world. However

this model of the relationship between statements and the world

involves us in the difficulty of having to give an account of

those states of af f airs r¡rhich are expressed by either f alse or

negative statements.

It is quite easy to deal with the negative statements,
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such as rrs is not doing hís work'r, âs every fal_se negative

statement is equivalent to a true statement and as every true
negative statement is equÍvalent to a false statement. Thus if
S is not doing his work, then it is false that S is doing his
work, and if it is false that s is not doing his work then it
is true that s is doing his work. However we still have the

problem that we are committed to the view that false statements

express a kind of state of affairs. The problem is that i-f we

think of states of affairs as being actual situations in the

world, then, while it is easy to see that true statements are

symbols of the situations in the r,vorld, it is not at all easy

to say what kind of situations are represented by false state-
ments. One solution to this problem is to distinguish bet',veen

actual and non-actual- states of affairs, and I shall adopt this
solution" The resulting model of the relation between the state-

ments and the world can be represented graphically as follows:

Non-actual states of affairs Actual states of affairs

False (or true negative)
st atement s

True (or f al- se negative )
st atement s

It is important to note that in this context the term
rractualrr is not used in opposition to the terms "pastt' and

rfuturett, i.e., the term is not used as a synonym fcn,'presentrr.

It is also clear that the non-actual states of affaírs do not

have the same ontological status as the actual states of affairs,
though the above model does not offer any information as to what
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status they do possess. I shall adopt this conceptual frame-

work as a useful tool without a further discussion of the

status of non-actual states of affairs.
Returning now to the analysís of the statement I'It is

possible that S is doing x at the time tt', the initial question

as to whether the modal term is used to say something about a

state of affairs or whether it is used to say something about

the statement can be widened. We can ask the same question

with regard to modal terms in general. The answer to this
question is that there is a great variety in the use of modal

terms within both the ordinary and the phitosophical discourse,

and that some modal- terms are sometimes used with reference to

states of affairs, whilst at other times they are used as meta-

linguistic terms, J. Hospers, for instance, uses the term

I'possibleil andrrimpossible't with reference to states of affairs,
reserving the terms ilnecessaryrr and rrcontingentil for state-

,28ments.-- H. Reichenbach however claims that aLL modal- terms

have two distinct kind of uses. First he claims that all modal

terms can be used as meta-linguistic terms:

Finally, we may incorporate into the semantical terms
of the metalanguage the modalities, i.e., the terms
necessaryc possible, impossible" These terms qualify
sentences; in fact their precise meaning can be defined
only in the metalanguager âs will be shown in chapter
VII. We shall therefore construe, in this interpre-
tation, the sentence rPeter will possibly comer as ca
meaning that the sentence rPeter will comet is possible.-'

28 caf Ana
Prentice-HalJ-, L967 ) ,pp. L69-L86.

29 H. Reichenbachn Elements of Symbolic Loqic, (New York:
The Macmill-an Co
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Reichenbach also clairns that modal terms are used in the

object language, i.e., that they are used with reference to

facts or situations, However within his theory the facts and

the situations are of a special kind. They are not the same

as what I have call-ed I'actual states of affaírs".

When used in the object language it ltfte term "possible" ]
is applied to fictitíous objects. Referring to the
earliär example we may say that Petert s coming is
possible. The event denoted by the phrase tPeterls
ðomingt is then regarded as belonging il " realm of
fi,ctltious existence; the objects of this realm are
diviãed into real,,{.or necessary) n possible, and im-
possible objects. ""

Hosperrs use of the modal terms seems to do justice to

the ordinary use of language, âs we usually do not say that

statements are possible, but that states of affairs are poss-

ible, and as we perhaps only seldom say that events are necessary

or contingent. But, then, oñ the other hand ordinary language

is not concerned with ascribing necessity or contingency to

statements. This use of modal terms is a mor.e technical one,

belonging more to the philosopherst discourse than to the ord-

inary language.

However, though in the ordinary speech we cio not seem to

employ frequentty the term t'necessary't to characterise a part-

icular state of affairs, we use other terms to express the same

idea. We say that something is ínevitable or unavoidable.

Similarly, though we do not usual-ly

is contingently red, we do saY that

other than red or that a Particular

say that a particular table

this table could have been

tree miqht have been of a

?ô ., p. 348,
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different shape. Thus Hosperr s use of modal terms should not
lead one to assume't,hat some modal terms cannot be used in the

object language, nor that some cannot be used in the meta-

language.

Reichenbachts cl-aim that arl modaÌ terms can be used

both r,vithin the object language and the meta-language appears

to be reasonable. Nevertheress, it is not immediatery clear
what Reichenbach might have meant by saying that modar terms
qualify sentenc"..31 rt does not seem too herpfur to say

that a statement is possible without a further explanation,
and the same could be said about the statements rtThe statement
p is necessarytr antC rtThe statement p is contingentil.

rt seems to me that such expressíons are best inter=
preted as being elliptical assertions about the truth-value
of statements. on this interpretation the statement "p is
possiblett shourd be expanded to read t'p is possibly truer'.
simí}ary, the statement "p is necessaryrr should be expan<1ed to
ttp is necessarily truert, and other modal terms can be treated
in the same manner. Such an adverbiaL treatment of modalities
can be found in G, H. von wrightr s discussion of modalitie..32
He suggests that we say that a proposition is necessarily,
possibly or contingently true when we rconsider the modes in
whích a proposition is (o" is not) tru".33

H" Reichenbach uses the terms ttsentencet. rrstatement" and
rr propo sitiont' interchangeably.

q. H. von Wright, An Essq_v in Modal Loqic (Amsterdam:
North-HolIand Publ-ishing Co. , 195I).

IbÍd., p. I.

3l

.5¿
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Reichenbachts other cì-aim, namel-y, that modal terms in

the object language are used to refer to fictitious objects,

deserves also some attention. This point of view seems plausible

when we think of impossible or even possible states of affairs
or objects. After all, we do not want to claim that we can

touch impossible or merel-y possibl-e objects, nor that we can

perceive impossible or possibl-e states of affairs. However the

plausibility of this view is diminished when we predicate nec-

essity of a state of affairs" Thus when I say that the sum of

the angles of a particular triangle is necessarily 180 degrees,

I intend to refer to an actual triangle, though it could be

argued that only the I' ideaf rr triangle possesses this parti-
cul-ar necessity. But if I say that somebodyrs death was a

necessary resuLt of the lack of oxygen in the room, I do not

intend to say something about a fictitious state of affairs
but I do intend to say something about an actual state of

affairs,
One could reasonably claim that the non-actual but

possible states of affairs are in a sense fictitious states

of affairs, but it seems that Reichenbach has inferred from

this that modal terms coul-d never be applied to actual states

of affairs" It is easy to think, however, of circumstances in

which we do apply even the term "possib.l-e" to an actual- state

of affairs" For instance, if someone should doubt that A can

lift 200 kiJ-ograms, I can point out to him that A did lift 2OO

kilograms yesterday, and I can go on to say that if it was

possible for A to do it once, he could probably do it again,
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!\lhen I point out that this particular event was possible' I

certainly do not refer to any fictitious state of affairs.

Therefore Reichenbachrs second claim is not acceptabÌe.

Returning now again to the problem of interpretation

of statements of the form rtft is possible that p" l- shall dis-

cuss it by consi-dering what von Wright has suggested with re-

gard to modal statements of the above grammatical form.

within the use of the modalities of truth von wright

distinguishes between their use de di-cto and 5ie- le:
The alethic modalities lmodes of truth] ate said to
be cle dicto when they are about the mode or way in
wfriõ--ã-Þñposition is or is not true.34

The alethic modalities are said to be de re when they
are about the mode or way in which an individual thing
has or has not a ceiiain property. 35

The distinction r¡,¡hich has been made here seems to correspond to

th e distinction made between the use of modal terms in the ob-

ject language and their use in the meta-language. However von

!'rlright goes on to suggest that statements of the form I'It is

rêcessarythat p,' or tt It is possibte that p" indicate by their

grammatical form that the modal terms are used to say something

about the statement p rather than about the state of affairs

expressed by the statement p. Furthermore he suggests that the

form of the statement t'S is necessarily P" indicates that the

modal term is used to say something about a State of affairs.

Ibid. , p. B.

Ibid., p. 25.

34
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NovV, while the form of the statement I'S is necessarily P" Seems

to indicate that the modal term belongs here to the object

Ianguage, it does not seem that the form of the statement trlt

is necessary that p" indicates a clearly recognizable use of

tne modal term in the meta-language.

In some molecular statements the connective r¡thatil seems

to indicate the presence of meta-linguistic terms. For instance

if I state that S says that the tree is green, it is corr'ect

to interpret my statement as having the form rrs says tthe tree

is greenn'. The same could be done with statements of the form

ItS doubts that p", rrThere is no question that p" and ¡tIt is

known that p". However, let us consider the follouring state-

ments:

t.
a¿-.

I am delighted that Peter is here.

It is dreadful that you dontt love me any more.

It seems that the above statements cannot be interpreted as

containing meta-linguistic expressions, These statements do

not lend themselves to this interpretatíon because in both

statements we are not concerned with the atomic statement

r¡¡hich foll-ows the connectíve, but rather with the states of

affairs expressed by the atomic statement" For instance, what

f am delighted about is Peter's being able to visit me and not

the statement expressing this fact'
These cases shor,v that not aII molecular statements con-

taining the connective trthatrr are to be ínterpreted as con-

taining a statement in the meta-Ianguage, and that ít is at
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least an open question what interpretation we should give to

modal statements having the form t'It is possible that .. ..rr

Furthermole, if the ordinary use of the language is taken as a

criterion it seems that in such statements the modal terms be-

long to the object language. It would therefore be íncomect

to say that in statements of the above grammatical form modal

terms are used de diç-þ-o onIY.

Nevertheless, it appears that both interpretations are

equally Iegitimate, and that one interpretation wiIl be materially

equivalent to the other. Thus I conclude that for the pur'pose

of analysis the statement rtlt is possible that p" may be legiti-

mately translated into rtrpr is possi-bler" and that statements of

this form may be legitimately symbolized as P (p) , where P stands

f or ttpossiblerr ,

so far I have only considered our use of modal terms

in statements of the form rtlt is possible that....'t, however;

our use of modal terms is not confined to statements of the

above form, lVe often also say that something is possiblv or

necessarilv sor or that it is possible.for something or some-

body to do thís or that, For instance, wê say that Smith is

possibly a very nice pelson, and we also say that it is possible

for Jones to do twenty push-ups, oI that it is possible for a

particular car. to travel at a speed of twenty miles per hour"

Considering first the statement "Smith is possibly a nice

persontt it is obvious that we do not intend to assert that

smith has the property of being a possibly nice person, be-

cause there are no properties called ttpossibly nice" ' We also
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do not intend to say in this statement that Smith has the

property of being periodicalJ-y nice in spite of his being a

predomin¿ntly nasty person. what we intend to say in the

above statement is that it is possibly true that Smith is a

nice person. Therefore no new problems are presented by

modal statements of this particular form'

However our use of modal terms in statements of the form

ilIt is possible for...r' seems to differ from our use of these

terms in statements of the form lIt is possible that..o."

For instance, the statement nIt is possible for this car to

travel at the speed of two hundred miles per hourl does not

express what we intend to say by the statement rrlt is possible

that this car will travel at the speed of two hundred miles

per hourrr, because we may say that it is not possible for a

car to travel at this high speed and assert at the same time

that it is possible that the car will travel at that speed'

we are claiming in this case that the capacity of the car is

such that if I depress the accelerator as far as I can, the

car wíll not develop this particular speed, but that at the

same time we can conceive of circumstances in which the car wiII

travel at such a high speed. The winds may, for instance, be

strong enough to make it travel at this speed '

similarly within the context of human action, I may say

that it is not possible for me to open a certain door, because

it is locked and the key to the door is control-led by a man

standing on the other side of the door. However it is possibl-e

that I shalt open the door, because the man may decide to un-
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lock the door. Now, this seems to be a case in which r may

claim that it is not possibte for me to open the door, though

it is possible that f shall open the door.

r conclude, therefore that the difference in the gram-

matical form exhibited by such statements is indicative of an

important rogÍcal distinction. r sharr however interrupt my

analysis of this distinction here to resume it rater in a

discussion of the expression rf rt is within my powerr', and I
turn now to a discussion of some of the distinctions which

have been drawn between different kinds of modarities.
Loqical and Non-l-oqícaI Modalitíes

within philosophicaJ- discussions we find that it is
the accepted practice to distinguish between logical and empirical
modalitíes. This distinction rests on the observation that it is,
for instance, possible (in one sense of "possible") to have a

universe in which men do not die and where orclinary glass does

not break, whereas it is clearry impossible (in another sense

of "possibre" ) for men to be immortal and for ordinary grass

to be unbreakable. vfhat is possibre in fairy tares is often
not possible in our world.

rt is also customary to define rogical moclalities as

follows:

Np = p is a tautology or an analytic
p may be true either in viitue
meaning.
8.9., If the ball is red. then

q.tataman{- i-.€. t

of its form or its
the ball ís red.

BaId men have no hair.
rp = p is a rogically inconsistent or serf-contradictorv
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statement.
E.g.' smith is on the roof and smith is not on theroof.
This boy is a girl.

Cp= p is a synthetic statement.
E.g., This flower is red.

Pp = p is not a self-contradictory statement.

p in this case may be either a tautology or a con-tingent statement.

The above interpretation of modalities is quite acceptable

and very useful from the point of view of a logician or a phil-
osopher. However, in the ordinary situation we seldom use moda.l-

terms with the above interpretation, j.e., when ure say that some-

thing is possible or necessary we sel-dom are refeming to rog-
ical possibirity or necessity. Thus, the explorer at the north
pore may say that it is impossibl-e to save his friend who has

fal-l-en through the thin ice, because the ice is too thin to
support any would-be rescuer. He will, however not think it
worthwhile to contemplate that his friend witl necessarily
either die or survive the accident.

Though we know that there is a marked difference be-

tween logical possibility and empirical possibility, in the

ordinary use of language we do not seem to give a special name

to the non-logical possibility. However, in philosophical
writings severaL names have been used to indicate that a part-
icular discussion is not concerned with }ogical possibility.
Most frequently we encounter the terms "physical possibility",
rrempirical possibility" and rtcausal possibility", and r shall
discuss the use of these terms.
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Empirical Modalities

John Hospers says this about empirical possibility:

A state of affairs is empirically_PossibletU
when it is not contrary to laws of nature.

Using the prevÍously introduced notations and the subscript rrert

for 'rempiricallyrt this explication can be symbolized in the

following way:

P-p=trp" is not a statement which is contrary to a lawe' ob nature.

Given the previous definitions of modal terms we can derive the

following explications for the remaining modal terms:

Iep= rtprr is a statement contrary to a law of nature.

N"p =il-pil is a statement contrary to a law of nature.

C^p ="ft is false that p is contrary to a law of nature,e- and it ís also false that -p is contrary to a law
of nature.

Empirical possibility is sometimes also referred to as

ttphysical possibilitytt . H. Reichenbach has o f or instance ,

supplied us wíth the following definitions of physical modalitie s

which are similar to the prevíous definitions of empirical modal-

itie s .

p is physically necessary = df. tpt is a nomol-ogical statement
þ i. þhisically impossíble * df. t-pt is a nomoLogical statement
p ís physically possible = df. neither tpt nql t-pt is a nomo-

logical statementr /

2Aro J. Hospers, An I¡_rtroduction to Philosophical--A¡g-f]¿s-is.,
(Prentice Ha .

A statement is called a natural law if it is a true
synthetic statement of unrestricted generality.

37 U. Reiche¡rþach, Elementg=g€,SrnnboIic Loqic (t'lew York:
The Macmillan Cornpany; -1947 

) .
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Reichenbach uses ttphysically possiblefi in place of t'physicaì-Iy

contingentrr in order to conform with the ordinary use of Ianguage,

and he does not supply us with a definition of ttphysÍcally

possiblerr, where "possiblett is used to refer b one-sided

possibility. However such a definition is easily derived from

Reichenbacht s set of definitions. We can infer from the given

fact that "p is physically impossibleil is equivalent to "-p is
a nomological statementrr, that "p is possibl-eil is equivalent to
I'It is fal-se that -p is a nomological statementr'. By "nomo-

logical statementrr Reichenbach in this context means a synthetic

statement expressing a law of nature.

Adopting this view of empirical modalities we could take

any statement representing a law of nature to illustrate our

use of this kind of modal terms. Thus if we assert that a1l

men are mortal we can say, complying with the above definitions

that it is imoossible that there is a man who isinrmortal.

Similarlyo given the law that the melting point ofammonia is'77.7
degrees centigrade, we may say that it is impossibfe that there

isammonia which is going to melt at -66,6 degrees. Again,

given the law that friction causes heat we can infer that it
is impossibl-e that there are instances of friction without heat.

(ffre last example differs from the first two in that the first
laws affirm a uniform connection of attributes, whereas the last

one asserts a uniform connection of events).

If we use these definitions of empirical modalities we

cannot however attribute empirical possibility, ímpossibility,

or necessity to many events or states of affiars. Thus if we
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say that all men are mortal, we may infer that it is impossíble

that no men are mortal, or that it is impossible that it is

not the case that there is a man who is mortal, or that it is

impossible that there is a man who is not mortal IlIe cannot

however say in keeping with these definitions of empirical

modalities that it is impossible that A is immortal. Let us

consider the following argument:

1.

¿̂.

Therefore,
Î

Given that

expre s sing

argument,

All men are mortal

Aisaman

(r)
(p)

A is mortal (c)

rrLrr represents a lat¡¡ of nature, ttPtt is a statement

a matter of fact and rrcrr is the concl-usion of the

we can represent the argument as follows:

(L,p) = c

Given this argument we can show that -C is incompatible with

the conjunction (f.p), but we cannot show that -C is incom-

patible with L without p being gíven, and therefore we cannot

infer that it is impossible that -C.

However, given the previous definitions we may say that

it is impossible that A is an immortal man (symbolically: I(p.-C).

To see that this assertion conforms to the prevíous definitions

of the empirical modalities let us consider the following.

(f .p)=C is quivalent to L o(p.C), but the denial of pzC im-

plíes the denial of L. Therefore -(ptC) is contrary to a law

of nature, i.e., it is empirically impossible. But -(ptC) is

equivalent to (p.-C). Thus we can say that it is impossible
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that (p.-c), i.e., it is impossible that A is a man and that
he is immortal-.

we arrive at similar results if we choose a causal law

as the law of nature in an argument of the above form. Thus"

((c causes e) .c)'> e

is equivalent to
(c causes e)= (c = e)

But the denial of (c=e) is contrary to the law that c causes e,

and we infer that

I -(c=e)
which is equivalent to

I(c.-e)

Howeverr wê cannot say that -e Ís empiricalry impossible, be-

cause -e is incompatible withrrc causes e, and ct but not with
llc causes e¡l .

Hospers seems to use empirical modalities in thís wây,

judging by his examples. Thus he says that 'it is empirícarlyo

not logically, impossible for you to jump out of a tenth story
window and not go downward".38 rt is however surprising that
he does not want to hold that the laws of nature themseLves are

necessary Ín any sense of rtnecessaryrr. Within his discussion

of causalÍty, for instance, he emphasizes that the empirical

laws are *non-necessary,.39 According to the above definitions

38 J, Hospers, An Introduction to Philosophical Analvsis,
?o Ibid", p, 283

p. 170.
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of empirical modalitiesr rrye ought to be able to infer, howevern

that the laws of nature themselves are necessary. Given that

L represents a law of nature, and given that L:I(-f), we can,

recalling the previously produced relations between basic modal

terms, infer that N(L). But Hospers claims that the necessity

which we attribute to particular events or states of affairs
or to law-like statements is to be interpreted as being the

logical necessity which we find in a deductive argument.

Thus he says:

The conclusion of a deductive argument can always be
prefaced with the word rrmustrt, to indicate the con-
clusion logically foll-ows from the premises. The
danger is that we are apt to put in the [must'and
then forget about the empirical premises from which
the conclusion Ís deduced. Thus we say "Stones must
fallrr, rrWater must go downhillril I'Organisms must dier',
and so oñr forgettíng that these are not necessary
statements at aII, but that they can be deduced from
general laws of nature. These general laws of natureu
however are empirical; and the conclusion can be
caIled necessary only with-respect to these non-
necessary empirical iaws.40

To support his position he gives us an example of a valid but

unsound argument, claiming that hereo too, the conclusion is
necessary only in the sense that it follows validly from the

premise s:

If all reptiles are green and my dog ip a reptileo
then it must be that my dog is green.ar

It is clear that in this particular case we are willing
to claim that the term ümustrr indicates only a logicaL necessity,

40 ïbid. , p. 283.

4L Ibid., p. 283
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however this is not what we mean when we claim that water

must go downhillr or that stones must fall. In the case of this
valid but unsound argument we are willing to claím that it must

be that the dog is green, only because we make it clear that

the necessity is attríbuted indirectly to the argument in

virtue of its valid form. However u/e are not willing to claim

that the dog is necessarily green in any other sense of rrnec-

essarily" just because the argument is not sound. Only if the

premises were truer wê wouLd be willing to attribute empiricaJ-

necessíty to the conclusion.

Hospersrpositíon does not seem to be consistent. Surely,

if he wants to say that it is empirically impossible for water

to fl"ow uphillo then he also has to a1low that it is empirically

necessary that water does not flow uphill" He cannot claim that

the necessity refemed to in the statement ilWater must flow

downhillil is just a camouflaged logical necessity.

Causal ModaLities

In the ordínary ì-anguage modal terms are used to refer

to empirical necessity, impossíbilíty or possibility in two

different ways. For instance, wê say that it is impossible

for A to drink cyanide and to go on living, because, the drinking

of cyanide ensures or causes death. And we also say that it is

impossible for A to go on living, þecause A drank cyanide, and

drinking cyanide causes death.

The previous definitions of empirical- modalities do

justice to the first of these two uses of modal termsn though
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they are not adequate for the second use of the modal terms.

But we can find definitions in the philosophicaì. l-iterature

which conform to the ordinary use of modal terms exemplified

in the second statement above. Both Taylor and K. Lehrer have

provided definitions of this kínd, and they call the possibility,

impossibility, and necessity in question "causal possibility'

impossibility and necessityrr.42 As both Taylor and Lehrer

provide the same kind of definitions I shall consider only

Taylorr s discussion of causal modalities.

Tay]or has this to say about causal modalities:

Something ís in a perfectty familiar se!!9r -cagsa,lII
impossibÍe if therã exíst conditions sufficient' b,!
ñõ*t@rrvsufficientforitsnon-existence,or.for
the "*íiten"å of something causally incompatible with
it.
To sây, then, that something is coqtl-?qg+Ï in this
causui sense isequivaLent, by our definition, to
saying that neithrer its occurrence nor its non-
o""r"*nð" it in this sense ímpossibLe or that existing
conditions ar.e causally sufficient neither for íts
o""ut"À"e nor its non-occugence - in short, that it
is uncaused.43

I think that Taylorts definitions of causal impossibility can

be adequately represented in the followíng way:

Ip = (]x) (x is an event . x causes -P)

From this equivalence we can derive definitions for the other

K. Lehrert s definition can be found in his article
Empirical Disproof of Determinism?" contained in
Ëðõi-nreã¿om än¿ oeterminism, ed' K. Lehrer, p' 190'

42 N.
¡rAn

the

A? R, Taylor, Action and PurPose, p. 44,
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modal terms

pp= -(lx) [x is an event 4 causes -p].o"- r (til'ti is an event (x causes 
-p)1.

Np = (l*) [x is an event . x causes P].

Cp= (lx) [x is an event. x causes -81, and' -(lx) [x is an event . x causes PJ,

Ofn- a (x) [* is an event = -(x causes -p]1, and
(*) [x is an event = -(x causes P)J,

Taylor himself has not províded us with definitions of causal

possibility and causal necessityg however the above definitions

follow from his definition of causal impossibility.

These definitions appear to represent adequately ogr

use of modal terms only with respect to uniform connection ot

events. It would be misleading to say that it is causallv

ímpossibLe that A is i-mmortal, because all men are mortal and

A is a man. Therefore we need a term which would charactetíze

thís particular use of modaliiies, as represented by the defin-

itíons of causal modalities, as well as attributes. Reichenbach

distinguishes therefore between absolute physical modalities

and reLative physical modalitie t.44 Reichenbachlls absolute

physical modalities correspond to our empirical modalities and

his relative physical modalities correspond to the causal modal-

ities in the wider sense.

we could, for brevityrs sake, call the modalities re-

femed to in statements such as rrlt is impossible for A to be

44 H. Reichenbach, Eleme,nts of Sr¡mbolic Loqic, PP. 393-396.
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immortart'and rtrt is impossible for A to live more than two

hoursrt, t'f actuar modalitiesr', in contrast to the empirical
modalities considered earlier. Thus the distinction macle

betr¡¡een the two uses of modal terms would be marked by the

terms "empirical modality" and 'factuar modarity", though

in a wider sense of the term rrempiricarr both kinds of
mod al-itie s are empiric aI .

Having surveyed the important distinctions which are

made with respect to our use of modal terms, r shal-r now resume

m)' discussion of Taylor t s analysis of rrcanrr statements, directing
my attention primarily to his analysis of the term, âs it is used

with respect to human action.

Taylort s Continqency Sense of ttCanrl

Taylor cl-aims that we can distinguish between three kinds

of contingency: logical, causal and epistemic, and he itlustr-
ates these distinctions by the use of the forlowinq exampres:

l. A triangle can be acute (logical contingency).

2, (Lucretius thought that) atoms can swerve fromtheir paths (causal contingency).

3. This can be the restaurant vue ate in last year
( epistemic continqency) . aS

r shalI not discuss epistemic contingency here, and the notion
of logicar contingency is, r think sufficiently cl_ear without

R. Taylor, Acti-on and Purpose, p. 42.
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a further discussion. However, it ís not very obvíous what

is meant by the statement that atoms can swerve from their paths.

According to Taylor we do not mean by this statement

that atoms have the capacity or power to swerve, but only

that atoms míght and might not swerve. vfe mean, according to
Taylor, that the movement of atoms is uncaused. It is true
that we do intend to assert by such a statement that the move-

ment of the atoms is uncaused, i.ê., that it is not determined

by some other eventsg however, Taylor does not seem to be correct
in his craim that we do not ascribe any capacity to the atoms

in the above statement. The ordinary use of language certainly
does not support raylort s claim. rnstead of saying that the

atoms can swerver wê can equally welr say that atoms have the

capacíty to swerve¡ or that atoms have the power to swerve.

Furthermore, it seems that the notion of an uncaused event is
comprehensible only as long as we think of the event as not

determined by a preceeding event, but nevertheless as caused,

in some other sense of the word rrcauseil.

Taylor claims, however, that we can conceive of events

which rtjusttt happen:

Suppose, for example, that T am paralyzed, so that
I cannot by hypothesis, move my finger. It is never-
theless imaginable that despite this circumstance,
my finger does move from time to time and that its
motions are uncaused. No doubt this never happens
but the point,is that if it were to happen it would
not warrant us to say that I can move my finger; itjust moves, in .this case, without my having anything
to do with it. r+¡a

Ordinarily our use of the phrase rrit just happened" indicates

45a R, Tayloru @, p. 53.
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our ignorance of the causes of its happening. Vüe say for in-

stance in the case of an accident that it just happenedo that

we do not know how it happened but that it just happened' some-

how. But by using the term rrsomehowrt we already indicate

that somethíng made the accident happen. This is however

not implied by Taylor in his use of rrit just movesrr, because

he uses the phrase to indicate that the motion of the finger is
uncaused. He could mean, however that the finger moves all by

itself, i.e., that the finger moves in virtue of íts power to

move. In this case we would thínk of the finger as being like

a person with the power to move, but it is unLikely that Taylor

would tike to claim this. Taylor wants to claim that the move-

ment of the finger has no cause whatsoever, and also that his

claim is not self-contradictory. It Seems to me, however, that

Taylor is mistaken in his claim tha'b we can imagíne that the

movement of a finger has no cause, if the term ilcauserriS used

so broacily as to cover all our uses of rlcauserr.

Causal Capacitv trCan[

Taylor claims that trcanrr is used to express also the

notÍon of causal capacity, and that ín this use it does not

express any kind of contingencyt'

rrcanrt is, in other words, in this sense, a-n expressíon
of capacity or what does happen - indeed what must
happen - in case certain conditions are met. It thus
conveys the idea gf causal connectíon betr¡reen certain
states or events.ao

Instead of the term rtcanrr we may, of course, use also other

terms. llJe may for instance say that acid can dissolve zínc,

46 R. Taylor, Acïion and PurPose , P,45.
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or also that it has the capacity to dissolve zinc. In all of

these cases we mean, according to Taylor, that if a certain

acid comes in contact with zinc, then it w.Ll,L dissolve the

piece of zínc, and that it also cannot but dissolve the piece

of zinc.

Taylor argues that because the term ilcanrr is used to

indicate a causal connection, and because thís use does not

express the idea of contingency, it is used with completely

different meaning in the context of human action, and his

arguments against a conditional analysis appeared to support

hÍs position. I shal-I therefore turn now directly to his an-

alysis of the term rtcanil as it is used with respect to human

actions.

rrI C,anrr

The rrcanrr statements with

have different uses according to

following ones:

respect to human beings also

Taylor, and he liststhe

But

the

1. I can operate a typewriter (training or skill).
2, I can run for senate (opportunity).

3" I can do forty pushups (strength orendeavour).

4, I can veto acts of legislation (specíal position).

Taylor says that he is primarily interested in considering

statement

5. I can move my finger

because he hopes to

elucÍdate the simplest and most basic idea of power
of human agencyr T
involved in more interesting and exciting examples. "

47 R, TayLor, Acti-o¡--end-Burpgg., p. 4L
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Now, I thÍnk that the italicized part in the above

quotation suggests that in Taylort s view the meanings of rrcanrr

in his examples l. to 4. imply the meaning of rtcanil of 5.,

whereas the converse does not hold. Taylor also suggest that

staternent 5. somehow best illustrates I'the simplest and most

basic idea of the power of human agencyrt, and he claims that

rrcantr, in the statement ilI can move my fingeru does not
ever mean what it means when applied to inanimate
ñfrgs, although it entails, what is meant by the ryordaSi{rilightbe-app1iffiomeextrao¡dinaryinanimate
thing, nãmely, oñô whose behaviour is uncaused.4ö

Taylor provides us with the following definitíon of such

basic il canrr statement:

Ittrhere S is
lrs Can Xlr=

an

1.

¿.

agent and x is an act,

x is within Sr s Power

Srs doing x is causally contingent'

Consequently, accorciing t,o this def inition, it' is the case

that I can move my finger, if, and only if, it is within my

power to move my fingæand my moving my finger is causally

contingent. As Taylor al-so claims that my moving my fínger

implies that my finger moves, though the fact that my finger

moves does not imply that I move my finger, it follows from

his definition of rts can xrr that the fact that my finger moves

is also causally contingent.

Nown ít is not at all obvious, that the statement rrs

4B Ibid. n p. 55,
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can do xrt is not equivalent to rrt is within srs power to do

X", though this is asserted by Tayrorrs definition. rt is
difficult to see that anything more is said in the former case

than in the ratter. There does not seem to be any difference
between the claims that r can lift my finger and that it is
within my power to rift my finger. Even Taylor himself uses

both expressions interchangeably within his fatalistic argu-
ment. r think that if we can say that s can lift his finger
we can aÌso say that it is within his power to lift his finger,
and that if it is within his power to lift his finger then he

also can lift his finger. Therefore the necessary conciition
l-. in Taylorts definition, does not appear to be necessary at all.

Taylor argues with respect to the second condition in
his definition that'T can x', is not equivalent to the state-
ment rrx is causalJ-y contingeût" rby citing a case in r,vhich we

apparentl-y can assert the truth of the latter statement and

deny it of the former. rn Tayrorr s example a man is keeping
his finger above the turning wheel of a roulette. The man

knows that ín order to avoid death he shoul-d move his finger if
the wheel should stop with an odd number at his finger, otherwise
he shoul-d hold it stitl. It is further assumed that the behaviour
of the rourette is causally contingent. Taylor cLaims that in
such a case it is not true that the man can hold his finger
still and that he arso can move his finger, but that it is
true that the manrs action is causarry contingent. rf raylorrs
claim is correct, it wou-l-d follow that the statement rS can xrl
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is not equivalent to tt$t s doing x is causally contingentil.

Taylorts example, however, does not show that these statements

are not equivalent.

Taylor seems to have assumed in his example that if p

causes q, and if p is causally contingent then q also is causally

contingent. This assumption is not wamanted. If it werer wê

could cl-aim, given a causal chain where p causes e, q causes

r and r causes s, and where s is an act of mine, that my act

is causally contingent (i"e., uncaused), just because we assume

that p is causally contingent, Thus, if a man drugs meg or

hypnotizes me and then tells me to shout if he produces a green

card, and to sing if he produces a white cardr wê are entitled
to sây, on the above hypothesis, that my singing or shouting are

contingent events, but that it is not the case that I can sing

and that I also can shout. But, while it is true that we would

not be entitled to say that S can sing and that S can shout in

the required seRse of r?can!:, it ís also faÌse 'Lhat we are en-

titled to say that Sts performance is a causally contingent

event. However, this is assumed by Taylor in his example. He

assumes there that the roulette in combination with a threat

determines the agentrs action, and that therefore he cannot

move his finger or he cannot keep it stíll, but that the action

is nevertheless causally contingent because the roulette coming

to rest is a causally contingent event.

Tf the above view were correct, then we should also be

able to claim that the ringing of the telphone in Toronto is a

causally contingent event, i.e., that it is uncaused, in virtue
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of the assumption that my dialing the Toronto number in Kingston

is a causally contingent event, but this is not acceptable. It

is true that the telephone might ring and that it also might not

ring, but in this case "migh-c, and might notil does not indicate

a causal contingency as defined by Taylor, namely, that the

ringing is uncaused for the plain reason that the ringing is

c au sed.

I therefore conclude that Taylor hasnot shown that rrf can

xrr is not equivalent to I'lvly doing x is causally contingentr'.

Of course, r^Je cannot infer from this that these statements are

equivalent. It is even not clear rryhether the l-atter state-

rnent is part of the meaning of the former or r,vhether it is only

presupposed by the former, I therefore also conclude thai

Taylorf s ciefinítion of rrI cantt is not an adequate representation

of the meaning of the statement in question, and I turn now to

an analysis of the expression t'within my power" which, according

to Taylor, is used to express part of the meaning of rrI canrrn

and which also is used by Taylor in the formulation of his

fatalistíc thesis.

'tl'üithin mv Poweril

I shall now discuss the question r¡rhether the meaning of

the phrase "within my por^/errrcan be expressed using modal terms,

and, provided that this is possible, lvhat kind of modal terms

would express the meaning of the above phrase adequately. This

díscussion is necessitated by the fact that Taylor seems to think

that the expression in question cannot be defined using modal

terms, whereas some of Taylorts critics have presupposed in
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their replies to Taylort s argument that such a transformation

of the phrase ís possible.

It seems to me that such a transf cirmation is legitimate,

Í.e., that we can substitute an expression containing the modal

term I'possiblerr for the expression t'within my powerrr. There is
at l-east no prima facie reason to suppose thatrrx is within my

powerrr is not equivalent to I'It is possíble for me to do xrt.

However Taylor seems to think that modal terms are not adequate

for expressing the meaning of the phrase "within my powerrr.

Unfortunately TayJ-or does not deal with this problem at

great length. Yet, he suggests that the idea of power cannot

be expressed by usi.ng modal terms in the following passage:

¡lqny pþifosophers are now" apparently agreed that the
idea of causation cannot be descrÍbed without in one
way or other introducing modal concepts ...but hardly
any one has apparently noticed that we need -q_Lso the
idea of power'or effióacy (my italics).49

Tayior also says wíthin his discussion of Principle 5,

namely, "no agent can perform any given action if there is
lacking, at the same time or any other time, some condition

or state of affairs necessarv for the occurr€nce of the act'in

This is no l-aw of logíc, and in fact cannot be expressed
in the contemporgfy modal logics, but it is nonetheless
manifestly true.su

Here he appears to think that the phraserrno agent can performrl

49 R. Taylor, Action and Purpose, p. L9.

50 R. Taylor, Meta'physics, p.58.
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cannot be transl-ated by the use of a modal term. rf this inter-
pretation is correct then he rnroul-d also hold the same vieu¡ with
respect to the expression t'within oner s powert, as in the dis-
cussion to which I referred above he uses both expressions inter-
changeably.

My interpretation of Taylorf s position is also supported

by the fact that Taylor has nowhere defíned the phrase

'rwithin my po\^rer" with the help of modar terms, and by the fact
that according to Taylor the statementrrx is within my powertl

is an unanal-ysable expression. The folJ-owing passages sholv

clearly his position with respect to the statement in question:

The conception of a thing being 'rwithin one' s polverrt orrrup to himil seems to clefy analysis or definition alto-
gether, if taken in. q sense which the theory of agency
appears to require.5f
This is certainry a philosophicarry baffrinq expressj-on
r¡rhich I feel sure no one can ever analyzez yet it is
something that is u¡eII understood.52

H'e cioes not, however, hold this view with respect to modal terms:

If we take the idea of impossibility as a generic and
undefined one, we can then clearly define the ideas of_^
nec_essitv, possibility and continqencv in terms of it.3J
while there do not seem to be any reasons why the phrase

in question should not be transl-ated by the use of the modal

term "possible'r, the ordinary use of language does support ilre
vieur that such a translation is possible. Thus, if r say that

I na 
^ 

ñ h <rvls. ô W¡ JU¡

R. Taylor, Action and Purpose, p. 55.

I hì 
^ 

/t Irv¿g. a vr Tv ¡

5I

52
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it is within my power to eat with chopsticks, I can equally

well say that it is possible for me to eat with chopsticks,

and I have uttered thereby two equivalent porvver statements in

the skilt sense. Or, if I say that it is within my power to

push the lawn mower (tfris being a power statement in the strength

sense), I could have equally well said that it is possible for

me to push it. And, if it is within my power to move my finger,

it is also possible for me to move my finger, and if it is

possible for me to move my finger then it is also r,vithin my

power to do so. There is no'diffelence in meaning between the

two expressions"

However, though every statement containíng the expression

I'within my powerrt can be adequately transformed into a statement

using the phrase "possible forrr, not every statement using the

phrase ',possible foril can be changed into a statement containing

the expression t'within my powerr'. For instance, if I say that

it is only logically possible for me to travel like a hover-

craft across the Atlantic on the last day of May, I cannot

aLso claim that it is within my power to do so. But even if

I qualify my previous claim and say that it is logically within

my pov.rer to travet in this unusual wâY, then my utterance

appears to be very odd, if not non-sensical" This is due to

the fact, that normally an action must be at least empirically

possible before I can claim that it is rvithin my power, ancl

that the above mode of travelling is not empirically possible,

i.e., the statement about my travelling conflicts with known

laws of natule about the plessure of the stream of air my lungs
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supply under optimum conditions.

Indeed, travelling on an air cushion r,vas considered

as such, i.e., as a kind of act, empirically possible even be-

fore the invention of the hovercraft, and in this sense it made

good sense to say that travelling on an air cushion is within

manrs power. But, again, we are talking in this instance about

a class of actionso anct while we are willing to claim that this

mode of travel was as such possÍble, or within the power of man,

we are not vuilling to say that a particular trip of that kind

was possible for, or tvithin the power of a particul-ar agent.

Sometimes this distinction is expressed by saying that some

undertaking is in principle possible, but that it is not act-

ually or practically possible. I shall use the term trpract-

ically possible" as it seems to express best the kind of poss-

ibility in question.

The notion of practical possibility can be explained in

the foilowing way. We can say that an action or event is

practically possible if the agent knows the necessary and suff-

icient conditions for the production of that particular action

or event, and if he has the ability to produce those conditions.

For example, if a man trrants to lif t a stone, he has to know how

to brace himself, t¡rhere to put his hands and what motions to

execute. Given that the stone is not unreasonably heavy we

can say that it is practically possible for the man to lift

the stone. If however the stone r,nreighs several hundred kilo-

grams, wê have to say that it is empiricallyn but not pract-

ically posÈible for the man to lift the stone, unless, of
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course, he knows the necessary and sufficient conditions which

he has to produce for the lifting of the stone. Thus he has to

know how to set up a system of pulleys, or how to use a crow-

bar, and he has to be able to produce the force to actÍvate

the machine. Hence, unless the man knows that all the nec-

essary conditions can be satisfied he is not, nor are we, êñ-

titled to claim that that particular action is practically

po ssible .

It would be incor¡ect to saYr however, that a parti.cular

act which is practically impossible cannot be said to be em-

pirically possible" Thus we can say that it is empirícally

possible for A to go to the moon tomorrow at time t, being

weLl- aware that this particular action is not practically

possíble. If we now consider the ordi nary use of the phrase

ttwithin onets powerrr, it is clear that its meaning is not

equivalent to the meaníng of the term 'rempiricaJ.ly possible".

We are not willing to claim that it is within A's power to go

to the moon tomorrow at tÍme t, unless it is also possible for

A to do so, or unless we give a special meaning to the ex-

pression "within onef s powerrr. As the phrase is used ordin-

arily with respect to acts it implies that aII the necessary

conditions which are needed for the occurrence of the act can

be satisfied by the agent. However, statements using the

"possible forrrformulation can be transformed into statements

employing the phrase "within onets poweril provided that "possible

forr' ís used in those statements as an equivalent torbanrr.

Therefore it seems that this use of the expression
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corresponds to our use of rtç¿¡tr in the contingency SenSe, but

the meaning of both of these terms can be equally weII ex-

pressed by the phrase "possible fort'. From this it follows

*het Tavl nr i s wrong if he intended to claim that the meaningu¡as u ¿ u Ì ¿v!

of the phrase I'within onet s powertt cannot be expressecl by the

use of modal- terms. However, he may have intended to claim that

the meaning of the phrase cannot be expressed by modal terms as

they are used in statements of the form rrlt is possible (necessary'

impossible) tfrat p". On such an interpretation Taylorrs claim

appears to be correct, âs I shatl try to show in the following
.54d]-scuss10n.

Earlier in -uhis thesis I provided examples, within a

discussion of our uses of modal terms, which shorryed that the

meaning of "possible fortt is not equivalent to the meaning of

TÌre -u€ïil "pûssibl-eil is not to be interpreteC here
as refeming to the probability of p.

One criterion which we can use to distinguish be-
tween the above two uses of t'possible" is to ask whether
the possibility under scrutiny will adrni! of degrees..
Thus rryhen I say that something is possible meaning that
something is probable, I can also say that something is
more posàibte than something else. For instance¡-f can
say that it is more possible than not that I shall go to
Toronto, and I can say this because there are degreeg of
probabiiity" Ilowever there 9re no degrees of. possibility,
änd therefôre it does not make sense to say that it is
more possible that the grass is red today unless \,ve.mean

ÞV i-t'that it is more probable that tl"re grass is red to-
day.

It ís also clear that the statements trThat S is
doing x is possiblert and rr It is possible that S i g

doing xrr are logically equivalent statements as the
lattðr statement ftas only a reversed word order which
necessitates the use of what the grammarians caJI the
anticipatory rtitrr .
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ttpossible that". I said that we can think of a case in which

it is fal-se that it is possible for me to open a door, because

the key to the Locked door is not on my side of the door,

though it is possible that I sha1l open the door, because

somebody may unlock it. If we now use ilwithin my poweril in

place of rrpossible for me[ in the above exampJ-e, wê obtain

the equivalent claim that it is false that it is within my

power to open the door, though it is possible that I shall

open it. Thus it is clear that these statements rrlt is within

my power to open the doorrr and rflt is possible that I shall open

the doorrr are neither logically nor materially equivalent.

The first statement is not logically equivalent to the sec-

ond, because the first one asserts that the agent possesses

a capacity to perform an act, whereas the second statement

c1aíms something with respect to the .occumence. of the act.

The first statement is not materially equivalent to the second

because it attributes the possession of a capacity by the

agent to a period of time which does not coincide with the

period of time to which we, in the second statement, attribute

the possibiJ-ity of the occurrence of the act.

However if it is true, that it ís within my power to op-

en the door at time t, then it is aLso true that it is possible

that I shall open the door at time t, and if it is true that it

is possible that I shall open the door at time t, then it is al-

so true that it is within my power to open the door at time

t. This means that the statement I'It is within my power, ât

time t, to open the doortr is materially equivalent to the state-
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ment of the form rrlt is possible that I shall cìo x at time t.rr

From this it also follows that trye can test the val-idity

of arguments containing modal statements of the form ilIt is

possible for A to do x at time trr by the use of the rules of

modal logic, provided that we replace these statements by the

materially equivalent statements of the form rrlt is possible

that A is doing x at time trt before the testing of the argu-

ments. I therefore conclude that the procedure ot those

critics urho, in their arguments against Taylor, have appealed

to the rules of modaf logic is a legitimate one.

Taylorr s Denial of Continqencv

It is clear from the foregoing discussion of the expression

"within my porvert, that, by denying that it is within Ats power

to clo xe and that it is also r¡rithin Ar s power to do -X¡ the

fatalistic thesis also denies that A's doing x is possible

and that Ar s doing -x is possible. fn other v'rords, the fat-

atistic thesis denies that we can find tv*ro-sided possibility

or contingency within the context of human actions.

Now it is easv to see that if the fatalistic thesis is

trueo the term "possibletr refers to one-sided possibility only.

This is obvious from the fact that if we assert that it is

false that doing x is possible and. that doing -x is possible,

we are saying that either doing x or doing -x is impossible.

But if doing x is impossible then doing -x is necessary, and

if rloing -x is impossible then doing x is necessary. Hov;ever,

if doing x is necessary then it is also possible, though it

cannot be contingent, atd if doing -x is necessary then it is
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aLso possible but not contingent. Tn either case we are

using "possiblertto refer to one-sided possibility, but uJe are

do ingaÌso denying that doing x is contingent, by sayi-ng that

x is possible and necessary. Thus the fatalistic thesis,

which says that it is false that it is v¡ithin Ars poler to do

o, and that it is also r,vithin ¡\r s power to do -oe if true,

forces us to admit that it is allvays false to say that some-

thing is r¡¡ithin At s po'rver, if v're use the phrase t'within ;\ts

power¡' in the contingency sense.

Unfortunatel-y Taylor has not made it clear r,vhat kind of

contingency is under discussion in his fatalistic argument.

Of course, he is not denying logical contingency r,vitir respect

to the acts in question as in the premises of his argument

Taylor Says that the two acts under consideration are rralter-

native possible actstÌ. But he also suggests that causal con-

tingency is not under discussion, because he c.l-aims that all-

considerations of causality are irrelevant for the success of

his argument. (ffris claim will be discussed later). Therefore

u/e are left with a kind of undefined contingeñcYu and it seems

that this is the kind of contingency which is at stake in

TayJ-orr s fatalistic argument.

Here I terminate my discussion of Taylorl s analysis of
Itç¿¡rr statements, and I turn now to an analysis of Taylori s

vievus on the relationship betr¡reen f atalism and determinism.
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CHAPTER I]I

FATAL]SM AND DETER},{INISM

It is Taylor's vie,¡r that determinism entails f atalism,
and that he can show that fatalism follows from premises which

according to him nobody would be willing to deny, r shall try
to argue that raylort s argument attempts to establish a kind

of determinism rather than fatarism, and that raylor is mis-

taken in representing the position for which he is arguing as

being the position of a fatalist. fn other urords, I shall
argue that Taylor's fatalist is really a determinist. For

this purpose I shal-l- look at the doctrines of determinism

and fatalism and r shall try to point out the marks which set

the se turo po sition s apart .

Varieties of Determinism

The problem of determínism is usually thought of as in-
vorving questions concerning mants freedom of action, decision

or choice. Hovuever, that the term I'determinism¡r within phil-
osophical 'discusions does not always refer to the same position

is obvious when we look at some of :the clefinitions of rtdeter-

minism" found in the literature.
Hospers, for instance, claims the following:
Determinism is the doctrine of universal causation:
it says only that every event has a cause (my italics).33

55 J. Hospeqs, An Introduction to Phi-l-osophical Analysis.-
.Zna ed. , (Eng )
L961 , p. 322,
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Arthur Danto, oû the other hand, says the following
about determinism:

It (determinism) says thçr! we cannot do other
than what we ín fact do.5ô

Taylor seems to hold the same posítion as Danto, though his
cl-aim appears to be stronger as he says that determinism is
the view that arl events coulci never have been otherwise.

Now, it may be possible that Hosperr s determinism im-

plies the latter positions, and Taylor, for instancen holds

this þoint of view. He provides us with rtan exact statement

of the metaphysical thesis of determinism. toqether with two

explicatory statements :

In the case of everythinE that exísts there are
antececÌent conditions, knor¡¡n or unknown , given
which that thing could not be other than it is.
Everything, including every cause, is the effect
of some cause or causes. Everything is not only
determinate but causally determinedl5T

It is clear from the above quotations that Taylorr s

determinism inc]udes the belief that atr events are caused

and also the belief that the events which took place at any

time could never have been otherwise. Now, it is quite obvious

that the doctrine of universal causation does not mean r¡rhat

A. Danto, rrFreedom and Forbearancerr , Freedom and
Petefminism, ed. K. Lehrer, (New Yorl<ì-ETffiuse,
1966), p. 63.

R. Taylor, Ivietaphysics, p. 34,

56
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is meant by saying that we cannot do other than what v're in

fact do, but it is not at alt clear wÌrether the doctrine of

universal causation implies the latter statement. For this

reason, probably, Hospers claims that determinÍsm contains

only the doctrine that every event has a cause. On the other

hand. the real interest of a participant in a discussion of

these problems seems to lie in finding out whether it is true

that rn¡e cannot do other than rr¡e in fact do.

Therefore, it would seem advisable to distinguish between

two kincls of c{eterminism. The first kind of determinism (Dl)

woulcl then be represented by the doctrine of universal causation,

and the second kind of determinism (D2) by the statement that

we cannot do other than we ín fact do. Such a Cistinction is

supportecl not only b;' the fact that it is not clear whether DI

implie s D2, but also by tl-re fact thar D2 has been inferrecl from

statements other than the doctrine of universai- causation.

Ilowever. if such a distinction is adopted, it v'rouii be

hett-er - in order to avoici confusion, to use the term rretiologismtt
t *¡ '

to refer to determinism of the first kind, ancl to use the term

rÌnecessitarianismr, to ref e¡ to determinism of the second kind.

Using thj-s terminology, wê coulcl then make some further dis-

tinctions. lVe coulc clistinguish betr,veen the lcind of necessitar-

ianism which is supported by an appeal to etíologism and the

necessitarianism supported on some other grounds.

A man, f o:: instance, may arEue that necessitarianism

(D2) is true because he believes that some supernatural agencies

make him act the way he doesn believinq at ti-re same time either
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that the super agent is acting whimsically, o1 that he is

acting purposefully according to some plan. some people have

argued for this sort of puppet theatre determinismo claiming

at the same time that so[Lq events are not determined in any

wây, and also claiming that the super-agentt s actions are not

determined.

ri,Je may also encounter a more sophisticateC necessitarian

rivho may claim that he cannot clo other than he in fact does on

the grounds that the fact that whatever is true, is always true

implies. that he cannot do other than what he in fact does'

Both of 'bhese necessitarians thus ciiffer from tile man t'vfro

claíms that he coulcl never have acted otherwise because all

events including acts are caused.

considered in this light tÌre general problem of deter-

minism is wicler than the problem of causal determinism (or

causal necessitarianism). In. place of asking r^¡hether the latn¡

of universal causatíon provioes uS wit'h reasonable grounds for

the claim that we can never do other than r¡¡e in fact tlo, we

are asking now lvhether there ar'e gIJ grounds for the claim

that a man can never do other than he, in fact does.

r^!^1i ¡m
=rd-L..9.r.lj,1!.1

It is only very seldom that the vuord "fatalism" is

listed as an item of interest in the indexes of the books or

journals of philosophy. Ancl v'¡hile rnre find many references to

the problem of free wiII and determinism, \¡/e fail to find

many references to the problem of fatalism. This, and the

additional fact that the discussions on fatal-ism usually em-
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n'l nw the t.ê.r-mS trdeterminedrrn I'free 1^/ilIrt and Others whiCh are
y¿v I

used also in the discussions of free r¡rill, ffiâY make one suspicious

whether there are two problems at all, namely tkre problem of

fatalism and the problem of determinism'

I shall therefore first look at some of -uhe claims rryhich

usually are said to be fatalistic claims. The following list

consists of some of the fatalistic pronouncements:

I. If the enemyis bullet camies-my name, then I
cannot do añYthing to escape it.

No matter what I do, I cannot change anything'

If J am destined to die on a certain dayu then no

effort on mY Part can change this'

The order of the r¡¡orld is fixed' r¡/e cannot change
anything.

We cannot do anything about the future'

Whatever is going to happen, is going to happen;
it is pointless to PIan ahead.

lVe cannot Prevent events.

I

4

A

..7

Common to all of the above beliefs seems to be the conviction

that human actionS are not efficacious or effective, i'ê',

that whatever we do is futile, âs it is not in our power to

prevent any events, and from this it is inferred that it is

pointless to deliberate about future events, and that it is

pointless to exert anY effort"

The meaning of the term rrfutiler', i.e. the meaning which

allows for the substitution of such terms as "ineffective'! or

" self-def eating'r can be analyzed as f ollotn¡s:

rrAct x is futileil if , and onIY if '
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is done in order that event y should happen'

does not cause Y.

The term "effectiVe',, on the other handu can be analyzed in

the fol-lowing way:

ItAct x is effectiveil if , and only if o

x is done in order that event y should happen,

x causes y.

The belíef that our actions do not have any effects oI.

that we cannot avoid or prevent anything appears to be a nec-

essary part, and the central doct,rine of f atalism, but not of

determinism. The determinist does not intend to assert that

his actions do not have any effects, but only that he could

not have acteci otherwise then he in fact did'

Nobocìy of course wants to deny that there aIe many

events which we cannot change because they l-it'eral-ly are not

within ou:: reach. vüe certainly cannot do anything to affect

*ì.a ^..rry'?'ênce of the events on most of the other planets' and
LIIC VVvU¡!u¡¡v

there are also many events such as earthquakes, tornadoes and

our own death, the prevention of r¡rhich is not within our power'

However, the fatalist denies that there are any events r'vhich we

could have prevented. of course there are men r¡rho are fatalist

only with respect to some events. Thus we often hear people

claiming that the time of an individualts death is fixed,

though we are not able to predict it, and that no effort on

the - part of the physician r,viJl- prevent or hasten a per'sonts

1. x

ô¿.^

I.

¿.
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death. A simil-ar vieu¡ is held a.l-so by the soldier on the

battlefielcl, who thinks that {rere may be a bullet with his

name on it, and that therefore no action on his part could

prevent his cleath. And these people may or may not hold the

view that there are many other events the occurrence of which

they can cause or Prevent.

onecanthinkofseveralctifferentreasonswhyaman

would come to believe that fatalism is true. For instance'

people believing in the existence of supernatural agents have

inferrec that the course of the world is determined by such

agents and that therefore no act by any man could alter a single

event in the general course of events. one could also imagine

a slave becoming convinced of such a vie'uv just because most of

his actions are governed by his master and because his o\trn

r¡risires are constantly thwarted by the mastert s commands ' Again o

one can conceive that a man, u,lÌro for various reasons is con-

stantly unsuccessfui in his enoeavours, may be tempted to be-

lieve that the universe is such tha-u actions are inef f icacious '

lirany people, for instanceo wilI say after an unsuccessful ven-

ture that that rvhich happened has perhaps happened as it ouqht

to ha,ve happened, or as it was me3n! to happen'

sometimes the statements expressing fatal-istic vietn'rs

seem to be forwarded lvith a therapeutic end in mind' Thus' a

man will say to his friend: "Do not worry too much, dontt get

into a state, if it is going to happen that the plane carrying

your wife r,vill crash, it is going to happen and you cantt do

anything about itl And it is not quite clear lvhether the man
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on such an occasion is intending to say that only certain kinds of

events ar.e not in Our power or that no events are in our powert

but the rryhole situation if interpreted in the latter way seems

amusingly incongruous, because in this case the man appears to

be attempting to change his friendt s state by the cìispensing

of fatalistic PrescriPtions'
The fatalistic position has very little plausibility, and

it is surprising that anyone should want to hold it. To show

hor¡¿ implausible is the f atalist? s positi-on, we just have to

point out that if I, for instance, \¡rant to open the door in

order to let the guests into my house, I certainly can arlange

it whereas if I accept the fatalist's position I should just
¿vt

sit in the easy chair and say: rrVtlell, if it is f ated that my

guests should enter, then it will happen regardless of what I

do,,. The fatalistrs own every-day actions refute effectively

and decisively his fatalistic pronouncements" Any plausibility

which the fatalistic position has when we consider events in the

distant future is destroyed when r,ve turn to consider examples of

our actions within a narrower time span of the present.

Tavlort s Fatalism

It is clear from the foregoing discussion that Taylor is

not arguing for a fatalistic position at allu as Taylor does

not want to establish that the agentts actions are not efficaciouso

but only that from two given tralternative, Possiblerr actions he

can do only one, in the sense that only one acti-on is in the

agentrs power, from which it follows that he could not have

done otherwise. As a mattel of fact, Taylor sets out in his
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premises that the agent can cause certain future events. Thus,

the naval commander can set off the battle tomorrow by giving a

certain order today. The question therefore arises whether
Taylor had some definite reasons for saying that his argument

is an argument in favor of fatatism ratl:er than determinism
(or necessitarianism) .

r think that there is one possible reason which may per-
suade one to claim that raylor is arguing for fatalism rather
than determinism. The determinist?s position is usually sup-
ported by reference to the principle of causality. rt is
usually argued that one cannot do otherwise belauqe every event
is caused, Taylor, hourever, emphasizes that the success of his
argument does not depend on any considerations of causal- con-

nections. TayIor structures his argument by using definitions
of necessary and sufficient conditions (vihich according to him

do not impl-y any refe¡ence to causality), the rarv of the ex-
cruded middre, and a principle of disability, (p5) which em-

ploys the notion of necessary condition. But, Tayror himsel_f

never cLaims that such considerations persuaded him to char-
acterize his thesis as being fatalism.

Before launching into his argument ray]_or has given us

some description of a fatalist, apart from a characterization
of the fatalist as being a man who holds the berief which

Taylor is arguing for, namely, it is false that it is nolv within
my power to do o, and that it is arso within my povuer to clo

-o. Taylor says:

A fatalist is best thought of, quite simply,
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as someone u/ho thinks he cannot do anv-
thing about the future.58

Taylor proceeds to describe the fatatist as being a man who

also berieves that his own behaviour is not within his power,

that it is pointless to deliberate about future events, and

that future events are not avoidab-l-e. i{e then continues:

A f atal-ist, then, thinks of the future in_ lhe
manner in r¡rhicìr we all think of the past.59

rf we are to judge Taylorr s views on fatalism by what he says

about our beliefs about past events, then his conception of
fatalism does not ciiffer from the analysis of fatalism offered

earlier, âs our view with respect to the past is that no matter

what rr¡e attempt to do now, our actions have no effects on past

events, i. e. our ac-uions are inef f icacious witÌr re spect to the

past. Earl-ier I suggested that many belief s which l^¡e recognize
âc hainn frf¡lic*i¡ l^n1.i..f,^ +Ì-^ ^^*.-:^+:^^ rL^r L.--^-¿qvq¿rJe¿v !ç¿¿(,rJ ç^yrEÐÐ ur¡g u\.rlrv-LUl-l_ult t-ttcl,L llullldll

actions arê ,not efficaciousn and in t,his sense our attitucre
against the past is símilar to the fatalist's attitucle towards

future events. This beinr; the case Taylor must mean, by sal".inq

that a fataÌist is one who thinks that he cannot co anything

about the future, that he cannot do anything about 'uì-ìe future
because his actions are not efficacious, i.e. they are futi.le.

To hold this position is, hov,¡ever, not t.he same as holoing

58 D T:r¡ln-. hlía-|=^i..'ni¡, ,.,, rapnys]-c s , p. )þ .

I nì 
^ 

n hh4v4\j. a v.

59
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the position which Taylor is arguing for in his fatalistic
argument. There he claims that an agent cannot do one of two

al-ternative possible acts, but he Coes not claim that the agent's

acts are not, ef f ective, on the contrary, he assumes tna-b the

agent causes somethinq to happen, namely, the naval battle, by

doing something , narne ly, by giving a certain order. Tayf o.r. doe s

^^+ ^-'' +L'^+ if there is a sea battle tomôrl-ornr- ihon it i s iroinc;rrvL Joy ulro,u _Lr ultg-Lc J5 d Sgd Ðci LLIg LL..._--_.", ::vr¡¡r

to talce place no matter wirat the agent does. Taylor- cf aims in-
stead tÌlat if the.re is a sea battle then the ac¡ent is doinc;

sornethinE in order that it sirourc take pJ-ace. Tiris latter
cl-airn certainly does not eüpress the meaning of tire fatalist's
claim that he cannot do anything ¡¡bout the future"

Nevertireless the f atarist' s clairn tha'u he cannot r1o

anytÌring abou-r- the future is open to several interpretations.
í-le may be claiming that ìre can do xe meaning that he himself
causes his olryn act, but that act x is fur-uile because it cannot

prevent tlre occurrence of an event y, in spite of the fact that
x is clone in orcier to prevent y from occurring. But'"ve can also

interpret tiris claim as meaning that the "qqent does not cause

act x and that in this sense the acent is not effective, though

tire action x itserf has some consequences. But, then o the

fatalist will probably provide the additional claim that some

natural or supernatural causes or aEents made x ìrapÞen, in spite
of the impression that he himsel-f causes act x. rn this case

however there does not seem to be any point in cÌen1,l¡g that the
ttactionil x may be effective and. cause the event y.

Nor,v it seems that tire first of the above tu¡o inter-
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pretations of the fatal-ist? s claim that he cannot do ¡nvthinc,

about the fuiure is closer to rvhat a fatal-ist int,ends to say

than the second inter;oretation, but neither of these two inter-

pretations represent Taylort s fatalístic thesis, because

Ta'i'lor does not argue that human actions are ineff icacious,

nor that they are not caused (in some sense) ny tfre agents.
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CHAPTER IV

THE FAILURE OF THE FATAL]STIC ARGU¡,{ENT

The discussion in this chapter is designed to show

that Taylor has not succeeded in his attempt to establish

hís kind of fatalism as a reasonab.l-e position. My aim is

to point out the reasons for the failure of the fatalistic

argument and to discuss critically the rebu-utals of Taylorrs

argument v'rhich are found in the phíIosophical literature. I

shall f irst consider the uses of the terms I'necessary con-

dition'r and " sufficient condition" , and I shalI then discuss

Principle 5 (¡¡o agent can perform any given action if there

is lacking, ât the same or any other'time, sorne condition or

state of affairs necessary for the occurrence of the act ) ln-

tending to establish that both TayJ-or's use of the above terms

and his Principle 5 contribute to the failure of his ar'gument.

fiSuffici-ent Coqditions" and "Necessarv Conditionst'

I shall nor,v survey some of the uses of the terms

"sufficientil and trnecessaryrr lnrithin the ordinary language,

in order to be able to compare Taylorts use of these terms

with their ordinary use. I shall also indicate the possible

interpretations of the technical uses of the terms rrnecessar'y

conditionil and t'sufficient condition" , and subsequently I

shal-l consider criticisms vuhich have been made anC u¡hich

coulcl be raised against Taylort s use of rrnecessary and

suf f icient conditionsrr.

The term " sufficienttr is used in the ordinary language
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within the context of purposeful human behaviour, and it is

also used to ciescribe other states of affairs or events. Thus

we say that an agent has sufficient means to do this and that.
IroJe Sây, for instance that A has sufficient light for reading

his bookr or that the city has sufficient money to enlarge

its police force. In these and similar cases we can easily

substitute the term "enoughrt for "sufficientt' without changinç;

the meaning of our claims. We use the term I'sufficient" al--

so to indicate that there is enough air in the room for Ats

survival, and we say also that there is sufficient watel be-

hind the dam to flood all of the valley, if the dam should

break. To denV Such claims we use the terms rrnot sufficient'r,
rrl-ack of tt, or rtnot enoughrt. In all of these cases we are

claiming that a minimum requirement for either an ability, or

the occurrence of an event or action has, Or has n6t been

satisfied.
Another very common use of the term " sufficientrr which

is illustrated below can be called I'the causal usert. üle say

for instance, that it is sufficient for A to press the button

in order to obtain his servantts services, or that A onl-y has

to press the buttonu and his servant will come. In this case

the phrases nit is sufficient for A to do X", "A only has to

do xrt and 'tAlI A has to do is xn ful-fill the same function.

They are used to show which minimum condítions have to be

futfilled in order that the event which the agent intended to

produce woul-d occur.
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The third use of I'sufficíentil which could be called the

"epistemic useil of the term, has to do with matters of evidence.

Thus we sây, for instance that S has sufficient evidence to

support one of his claims. An archeologist, too, will claim

that the discovery of old ruins is sufficient evidence for his

hypothesis that people have lived in a particul-ar region of

the earth" We will also say that the parachutist's jump

v¡ithout his parachute is sufficient evidence that he is going

to be killed within a very short period of time.

It is important to note that the causal and the epistemic

uses of the term in question are set apart by one very important

mark. In its epistemic use the clirection of time is irrelevant,

insofar that we can say that p is sufficient as evídence for q

regardless whether q occurs before or after p, as it can be

seen from the above examples, However we cannot use ttsuff icientrt

(if we mean by it ttcausally suff ícient" ) imespective of the

direction of time" 'Ihus we cannot say that p was sufficient
(causally) for q, if q preceded p.

The termrrnecessatyt'is used to indicate that something

is needed for the realization of a possibLe state of affairs

or for the performance of an action. fn these cases we em-

ploy the phrases trnecessary forrr, rrnecessary torr or ttnecessary

in orderr', For instance, 'ñe say that a hammer is necessalrye

or needed, for driving the nail into the wall, oI that it is nec-

essary to punish children in order to make decent citizens out

of themr or that vvater is necessary for the survival of a desert

tribe. And we call the thing or the action needed I'a necessary
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condition".

But v,re also use the term rrnecessary condition" to in-
dicate that a state of affairs or an event or action is the
re,s,ult of some other action, event or state of aff airs. Thus

we will say that the soldierrs death'¡ras a necessary con-
sequence or condition of his foolhardiness, or that the bank-
ruptcy of a firm v'¡as the necessary condition and consequence

of the mismanagement of the funds by the director of the company.

The terms " sufficient condition" and rtnecessary conditionn
as purely technÍcal terms belonging to the vocabulary of the
philosophers are def ined as f o-l-l_ows:

rrx is a sufficient condition for y',: df . .rf x then y"
t'y is a necessary condition for xtt.: df. ¡rTf x then yt'

There are however, several interpretations of the clefiniens in
the above definitions:

1. Truth functional interpretation
On this interpretation the definiens rtlf x then yr has

the minimal- or truth functional interpretation, which

is symbolized by t'x 3 y" or by t'- (x . -y)".
2. Strict implication interpretation

rorf x then y" may a-l-so be interpreted as 'x strictly
implies yil This can formalLy be expressed as ilv âyrr

or as N(*,= y) o, also as "-p(x .-y).
3. Empirical or causal interpretation

The causal interpretation of rtlf x then y" could

be represented by ux --?yil or by "N.(* = y) n or al-so

by "-p^ (x . -y),
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Taylort s Use of ttNecessary Conditionst' and "

In the fatalistic argument Taylor uses Principles 2, 3

and 4 to define and to explain the terms t'sufficient conditíonrl

and nnecessary condition". I shall provide here a short analysis

of these premises.

which I
the si s.

P2a

Taylor has given his second principle two formulations,

called (p 2a) and (p 2b) in the Introduc'b:Lsn of this

If any change or state of affairs is sufficíent for the
occurience õf some other change or state of affairs at
the same time or any other time, then the former can-
not occur tnríthout the latter occurring also' even though
the two are logicaIly unconnected-

t)')^

If one state of affairs ensures another, then the former
cannot exist r¡¡ithout the other occuming too.

Accorcling to Taylor (Zf¡ is a clearer way of saying (Za).

The only change r,vhich has taken place, apart from (Zn) being

much shorter through the omission of some explanatory clauses,

is thatrtis sufficient forl has been discarded in favor of rr en-

suresrt. Taylor has to say two things about the status of this

principle. First he claims that this is the standard phil-

osophical way of explaining the concept of sufficiency, and,

secondly, he calls the principle a rrdef inition". (He does this

in his discussion of P 4).

Expressing (pZu) as I'If P is sufficíent for Qo then P

cannot occur without Q", we can write the consequent of this

conditional as r'(P ancl not -a) cannot occurtr, or as '' (P . -a)
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cannot occurrt . Interpreting trcannot occurrr aS lriS impo ssiblet'

we obtain the expression tt (P -a) is impossible, which is

equiva]-ent to tt (p>q)tt is necessaryrr. This we can replesent

by ,'N (p = Q ),' . On this interpretation , using rr suf rt f or rt suf f icientrl

Taylorrs principle can be formaÌized as follows:

P2a, (P suf Q)=N(P=q)

As Taylor claims that his principle is a definition we are' I

think, justifíed in rewriting his principle as follows:

T-ì .r ^r ¿d2 is suff icient for Qrl

suf Q)= ¡¡(P'Q)

means N(P> Q), or

Taylor has by no means explained what sort of relation

hotds between P and Q by announcing that rrP ensures Q" is a

clearer way of saying t'P is sufficient for Qr'. His example

(f¡¡e ingestion of cyanaide ensures death) suggests a causal

relatíon, but surprisingly enough Taylor says that the problem

of fatalism has been formulated without any reference to

causation, and that the relation of sufficiency and that of

necessity has no unalterable di¡ection in time. The Iatter

is surely the meaning of the qualífying clause, where he says

that P is sufficient for Q at the same or any othe-r time. I

shall return to this point again, after presenting the remaining

Principles relevant to this topic.

Tayl_or's third principle is a definition of the term

,rnecessary conditionrr, and again, he has provided us with two

formulations:

ilP

(p
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P3a

D ?Ì-

P4r

From this

suf
nec

we can lnfer

If any change or state of affairs i-s necessary for
some other change or state of affairs at the same
time or some other time then the Iatter cannot occur
without the former occurring too, even though they
are logically unconnected.

If one state of affairs is essential for another,
then the latter cannot occur without it.

Expressing P3a as t'If Q is necessary for P, then P cannot

occur without Q'r, we arrive by transformations similar to
those used in formalizing P2a, at the symbolic representation

of this principle:

P3a, (q nec P) = N(P'Q) e

where I'nectt is used to stand f or rtis necessary for" .

The fourth principle is, according to Taylor, a logical

consequence of our second and third principles.

P4
If some chanqe or state of affairs is sufficient for
(ensures ) anõ-ther, ihen tÌrat, other is Recessary (essentiai )

for it; and conversely, if some change or state of affairs
is necessary.for another, then that other is sufficient
for (ensures) it.

Using again rr suf rr for Itis suf f icient foril and "necrr for
ff is necessary forrt we can formalize P4 as follows:

at\r(
1ìI

by

a

(P
(a

tren
then

the Principì"e of Equivalence

(q nec P)
(p suf Q)

P4z (P suf = (q nec P)
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Taylor arso makes the craim that p4'is simply a rogical_
consequence of ou¡ second and thirct data', Í.e. p2a and p3a.

Taylorts craim is correct if p2a and p3a are in'rerpreted as

being definítions and not as being only statemeni,s having the
form of a conditional, r,vhich is the form used by Taylor. Thus,

p2a, (p suf Q)= w(p=e)

p4c (p suf Q)= (q nec p)

rhe above argument is comect in virtue of having the following
logically valicì argument form:

rf, however, p2a and p3a are taken at their face varue,
as statements having the form of a conditionaro then p4 does
not fol]ow from them,'"vhich can be shown in the foi-i_owing vüay.

on this interpretation pz ancl p3 provides us with the foll-owinq:

Then, according to Taylor the conjunction of p2a and p3a loqicallv
impl ie s ,

p4 (p suf e) = (e nec p)

considering P2a and p3a as being the premises of the conclusion
P4 we have an argument of the followíng form:

rt = ¿-

J\ =: ¿-

F3å [å ;:: 3l::tÏtF:3ì
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Pt: Ql
R'=Q'

P'= R'

where

That this argument is invarid can be easily shown by assigning

the folJ.owing truth values:

f.tt
P'= Q'

ttt
R'= Q'

ftf
Ðj : Þd
L E IL

Therefore it is reasonable to accept rayì-or? s claim that p2a

and P3a are definitions in spite of his presentation of the
principles as conditional statements.

with respect to Taylort s definitions of the terms in
question, I shall now argue that his claim that the definitíons
represent a standard way of explaining these concepts ín phil-
osophy is mistaken, and that raylorts failure to specify the

kind of conditions he is referring to in his discussions leads

to the unsupportabre cLaim that by doing something now one

ensures the occurrence of some events in the past in the same

way as he ensures the occurrence of some future events.

First of all, I shall try to point out that none of the

interpretations of the generarry accepted definitions of 'nec
essary conditiont' and 'tsufficient condition" fit Taylorrs re-
quirements which he has set out for the use of these terms.

p' = (p suf e),
R'= (e nec.p),
Q'=N(P = Q).
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It is evident from the fact that he has introduced in his

definition the modal term rrcannotil that Taylor is not using

the truth functional interpretation. Thus, in the definiens

he has I'Impossible (x and -y).' rather than I'False (x and -y)".
Taylor excludes also the causal interpretation by saying that

the problem has been formulated without any reference to cau-

sality, and without any regard to temporal order"

It is however not certain that Taylor Íntends to re-

pudiate the strict implÍcation interpretation, though he se-

ems to do so when he in P 2 stipulates that if A is sufficÍent
for B, A and B are logically unreLated. Now, Taylor pro-

bably means that A does not logically imply B when he says

that A and B are not logically connected. It is, however,

not cLear whether Taylor intended to gxclude logÍcaI im-

plication between A and B, as his qualifying clause reads:

t'greLllgl¿gþ the two are logically unconnectedr'. The meaning

of rreve,n thoughrr is not made quite clear.

Consequently, according to Taylor, the relation be-

tvueen sufficient and necessary conditions is non-causalo a-

temporal, not merely J.ogicaI but empirical (in some unspeci-

fied sense)u and it is on these grounds that Raziel Abelson

accuses Taylor of conflating logical and causal modalities.

In Taylort s hands, according to Abelson, the modal terms be-

have I'like J-ogical modalities in being atemporal and like

causal modalíties in being non-analytic".60 Abelsonts

FataI Fallacy", @pp.93-96.
60 R. AbeIson, I'Taylort s

nev:!g1g, LXXII (igos),
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criticism is sound, and Taylorts claim that he is presenting

a philosophically accepted and acceptable view of necessary

and sufficient conditions is not wamanted.

Taylort s totaL disregard for the distinctions which we

make in our various uses of the terms I'is sufficient forrr,
rris necessary forrt, ttis essential forfl and rrensuresrr leads

him to assert that the relation between the agentr s act in
the present and certain events in the past is the same as the

relation between an act in the present and certain future

events. Thus Taylor says that an order of the naval commander

ensures that a subsequent naval battle will occur and that Srs

reading a headline in the paper ensures that a naval battle
took place yesterday, assuming that the meaning of the term

Itensuresrr is the same in both cases. But this assumption is
completely unwarranted. The ordinary use of these terms

warns us already that the meaning of rrensuresrr is not the

same in the two examples. Thusr wê can say that S ensures the

occurrence of an event toh6rrow by doing something today, but

we cannot say that S ensures the occurrence of an event yes-

terday, by doing something today. We can only say that Srs

doíng something today ensures that an event occumed yester-

day. Taylor has been careful enough to formulate his argu-

ment in such a manner that this distinction is not immediatelv

noticabLe. Thus he savs:

1. If I perform act S, then my doing so will ens_ute
that there was a nával batile yeéterday (i.e.,
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P Ís true)

do act
there
true ) .

.6r

then
bea,

11

IO2

2.

that

IfI
thatG

I shall ensure, or
are not wet before
use of ,to ensuretr)

will ensure
( i. e .;-TiraE

make sure, that the fields
ploughing-them. (Epistemic

my doing such
naval battl-e

However, whíle it is possible to say that I shall ensure the

occurrence of a battle tomomow or that I shall ensure that

the battle will occur tomorrow, wê cannot say that I shall

ensure the occurrence of the battl-e yesterday, but only that

I shall ensure that the battle occumed yesterday. Taylor

is usingrrto ensurerrin the first example in place of rrcon-

firmil u this being the only plausible interpretation of the

use of the term in this example. In the second example the

force of the term in question is such as to imply that Sts

doing something wilL cause (in some sense)u the occur1efÊe of

a subsequent event. The term indicates a relation between

events and not the relation between an event and a propos-

ition, âs one of his own examples clearly show (ffre ingestion

of cyanide ensu.res death)" The above distinction is very ob-

vious in the following two statements:

1.

¿" The hospital is doing everything in their power
to ensuie the killing of al-l harmful bacteria.
(Causal use of ilto ensurer')

Taylor is disregarding thís distinction, whích is a distinction

R. Taylor, Ue!æ}ys:!gg,, P. 60.

Ibid., p. 6f.

6L

62
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between the epistemic and the causal uses of the term ilen-

sures'r. He is using the terms with these distinct meanings

to give his examples some plausibility, without acknowledging

the distinction. Furthermore, he also refuses to acknowledge

that both of his examples presuppose the notion of causal re-

lations. It is clear, therefore, that it is unreasonable to

cÌaim, âs Taylor does, that human action is related to past

events in the same way as it is related to future events.

And it is also clear that the examples which Taylor offers

in support of his claim that the situation wíth respect to

the past is the same as it is with respect to the future do

not support his claim,

According to Taylorts Argument II the occumence of

a sea fight tomorrow is a necessary condition of my ordering

the battle today, and according to Argument I the occumence

of a naval battle yesterday is a necessary condition for my

reading a certain headline in the newspaper today" Now,

clearly the two situations are not syrnmetrical. The naval

battle tomorrow is a necessary consequence of my act, i.e.
my givíng of a certain kird of order today" But my reading

a certain headline today does not make the naval battle

yesterday a consequence of my todayts act. Yesterdayrs

naval battte is a necessary condition for my readíng of the

headline today in the sense that it is a necessary pre-

requisite, oI condition, for my reading the headline today.

And it is a necessary prerequisite for my reading of the

headline because, according to Taylorts example, it is also
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a necessary prerequisite, or condition of my having within
my power to read the heaoline. It is obvious thar a nec-

essary condition of my having within my power to do x is also

a necessary condítion for rhe exercise of my power ro do x.

As in 'I'aylorrs example the newspaper camies the headline if,
and only if the naval bat,tle occurs, and as it does not carry

the headline if and only if the naval battle . does not take

place, it folLows that it is not within my power (in the in-
strumental sense) to read the headline if the naval battle
does not t,ake place, because to say the lat,ter is ro say also

that tne headLine is not carried by the newspaper, and, thus,

that a necessary condition of my having within my power to

read the headline is not satisfied.
The meaning of the expression t'within my powerrr is in

t¡is case the same as in the case of the swimmer who cannot

swimr or who has not within his power to swim because he has

ñ^ i,'ã+^ñ 'I'h^*^s^*^ 1'^.''¡ ^-r ^ ^'l ^i- $L¡+ L.i ^ ^*^..*^^+ 
T : I 1¡¡v vvsvç¿. ¡¡¡ç!çr!t,¿g ¡qyrl'l Ð þIqJ.¡¡¡ Ll¡qL llJ-5 nÅVLrltlgllU J ¿IJ--

ustrates a use of the expression t'within my power" which is
not the use of the expression in the t'equipment sense,' (I

called rhis use of the expression the rrinstrumental uset')

cannot be supported. Therefore, aIso, Taylor cannot legiti-
mately claim that his Argument I supports his main argument

(Argument II) in favour of fatalÍsm wíth respect to the future.

There is indeed one int,erpretation of Taylort s argument

which may tempt one to claim that the relationship between an

act of an agent and some future events is the same as that

between the act and some past events. However such a cl-aim
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wouLd then rest on the failure to distinguish clearly be-

tween the relationships which hord between statements and

those which hold between states of affairs.
Thus r may craim that the statement o ensures that

the statement f ís true, where g is a statement referring
to my doing something today, and where f is a statement re-
ferring to an event taking place tomomow. rn this case we

are claiming that we are entitred to ínfer from g to l,, in
virtue of a relation which holds between the statements.

rn this sense of rrensure' r may, of course, also cr-aim that
its being the case that r, where g is a statement refeming
to an act of an agent which takes prace today, ensures that
it is the case that b, where b is a statement refeming to
an event which took place yesterday. rn fact, Taylor assumes

in his exampres that the naval battle takes place tomorror¡¡

if, and only if the agent gives a specific order today, and

that' the agent reacÌs the heaciÌine tociay if-, anci only if a navaL

battl-e took place yesterday. Given such a state of affairs
we mayo of course, claim that the relationships between the

statements are symmetricaL. However, it also follows that
we cannot say that the statements å o" b are necessary con-

ditions for the action of an agent. onJ-y a state of affairs
or an event can be a condition in the required sense for an-

other state of affairs or another event. only a state of
affairs or an event, and not the truth or falsity of a state-
ment, determines what is or is not within the power of an

agent.
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Tavlorr s Principle of DisabÍlitv
The most important part in Taylorr s argument is assigned

to Principle 5, which I have named the t'Principle of Disability"

It is the most important of the principles because it tells us

something about the relationship between the necessary con-

ditions of an agentrs acts and the agentts power to perform

these acts:

P5 No agent can perform any given action if there
is lacking, at the same or any other time, some
condition, or state of affairs necessary for
the occurrence of the act.

Taylor says that the principle does not represent a

law of logic, and this seems to suggest that Taylor does not

take it to be an analytic statement. However, it is not quite

clear whether Taylor hints that this statement is a synthetic

necessary truth, when he says, concerning all of the principles,

that each of them ilrecommends itself to the ordinary under-

^+â^.li^^ i+ ì ^ ,.nJn-a#^^.lll l-., i*.1.i¡-ì 63 ']. ¡rrln¡ÐUqlrul¡¡V qÐ JVV¡¡ qÐ Ju ¿J ul¡vç!Jvvvu \¡l¡Ì ¡vq¿¿vè/. Åq/¡vr

also cl-aims that the principle cannot be expressed in the con-

temporary modal logícs, but this claim is obscure. He does

not say whether he means that the symbolism of the modern

logic is not adequate for the formalization of this principle

or whether he means tirat the modal rel-ations involved in this
prínciple have never been considered by modal logicians.

However Taylor provides a short argument in support

of this principle by sayíng that it foll-ows'rfrom the idea of

63 R. Taylor, Metaphvsics, p. 57,
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anything being necessary or essential for the accomplishment
of something else,,.64 I think that Taylor intends to say that
P5 folrows from the fact that something is arways necessary or
essentiar for the accomplishment of something eLse.

unfortunatel-y, Taylor does not show how the principle
of Disability follows from the latter statement, and it is
certainry not obvious how this principle courd follow from
the statement that something is always necessary for doing
something else. It is also not quite obvious r¡rhat Taylor means

by the phrase rtessential for the accomprishment of the actr.
He craims, obviousLy, that each act has some necessary con-
ditions. But there are some necessary conditions without
which r even cannot start the act and others which are nec-
essary for the compretion of the act. Thus íf r want to lift
up a book from the f l-oor and put it up on the table, r must have

the strength to rift it upr nobody may interfere with my putting
it on the table, there must be a table, and so on. TayJ-or,s
use of the term 'accomplishmentr suggests, however, that he

has in mind ,the completion of the act,
one of the conditions for the completion of the act,

is, however, that the agent can do the act. Thus,

Agent A performs x > Agent A can perf,orm x

According to P5, thenr wê shour-d say that no agent can per-
forrn the act if he cannot perform the act, which is not very
imformative. However, if we say A cannot perform an act be-

64 Ibid., p. 58.
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cause he is not abl-e torwe seem to be much more informative.
r¡ïhat we are saying in thÍs case is that A cannot perform the

act because a necessary condition is lacking, namely, his

having a skill to perform an act which in turn implies that A

had not learned to do the act. Similarly we may say that A

cannot do an act because some instrumental, or other empirical

condition is lacking. But in all such cases we are just ex-

plaining what are the necessary conditions for At s having in

his power tc do the act.

It is often said in common speech that A needs this or

that to do the act (i.e, that certain conditions have to be

fulfílled), but I think this is just an ,elliptical way of

saying that A needs this or that to be abl-e to do the act.

Thus we intend to say that something is a necessary condition

of the agentr s having an act within his power by saying that

something is a necessary condition for the act. It is of
!----- ¡L^! :-c ---^!l^:-^ : ^ ^*ll+:^* ^C +Ì.^UUUl.-Þe LI-Ue LlIctL J-I sull¡g LlrJllg JÞ cl l¡(j\.ËÐÐqt y vL,¡!uI t -LL,,¡¡ vl t,¡¡s

agentr s having within his power to acto then it is also a

necessary condition of the agentt s exercise of this power,

But it is not true that every necessary condition for an

act is also a necessary condition for the agentr s having it
within hís power to do this act. And it seems to me that

Taylorts mistake lies just here. Let us consider the fol-
lowing.

If A does x, then he also has within his power to do

x, and then it is also true that all the necessary conditions

of his having within his power to do x are satisfied. Thus,
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if I am swimming, then it is a-l-so within my power to swim.

And if I have it within my power to swim then a great many

of the necessary conditions are satisfied. For instance, f
have the skill, or I know how to swim. I have some water

where I can swim. I am also reasonably healthy, and I am not

terribly afraid of water. If any one of these conditions is

not satisfied I may reasonably claim that it is not within my

power to swim because a necessary condition for my swimming

is not satisfied, and I may claim this in virtue of the fact
that alI these conditions are not only necessary conditions

of the occurrence of the act but because they are also nec-

essary conditions of my having the act within my power.

Howevero TayJ-or wants to claim that if any one nec-

essary condition of the occurrence of the act is not satis-
fied, then it is not within my power to do the act" In other

words, he wants to claim that every necessary condítion of

the occurrence of the act is also a necessary condition of

my having it within my power to do the act, and this is olainly
not the case. For instance, if I am surimminç now, then a nec-

essary condition or a necessary consequence of my swimming is

that the surface of the water is disturbed and that the water

moves. If the water however does not move it follorn¡s that I

am not svuimming, but I cannot say on these grounds that it is

not within my power to swim.

Taylor asserts the Principle of Disability on the un-

proven grounds that every necessary condition of somebodyl s

doing x is also a necessary condition of his having it within
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his power to do x. And though it is true that some necessary
conditions of actions are also necessary conditions for the
agentrs having it rvithin his power to do these acts, we may

not generalize and assert this to be true of alr necessary con-
ditions of our actions, âs the above example indicates. The

rack of a necessary conseguence of my exercise of power is
never a sufficient condition for the absence of that power.

Most of the critics attack, of course, Tayrorrs prin-
cipres of Disability. They do so by offering counter-exampres,

by arguing that the use of this principle reads to unaccept-
able consequences and by arguments which are designed to show

that Taylor has committecl a modaL fallacy. I{owever Taylorr s

argument has arso been attacked on other grounds. rt has been

claimed that raylorts use of the expression 'within oners
power'is an equivocal one, and it has been also claimed that
the form of his argument is not varicr. r shall discuss these
criticisms first.

THE VALIDITY OF TAYLORIS ARGUÀ4ENT

Richa¡d sharvey's criticism is directed at the logical
validity of Taylor's ""gur"nt.65 r shalr present sharvey's
paraphrase and his formalization of the argument.

(n) -1. a implies that f am unabl-e to do O,-2. Qî implies that I am unable to do O-3. Either e or e'
Therefore 

"

4, Either r am unable to do or or r am unabre to do o

F.. Sharvey, ',A Logical
Analvsis, XXTII (tç0¡),

Error in Taylort s I Fatalismrrt ,
nAA
lJ. /V.

65
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(s) -l-. e >-o'

-2. Q' ) -O
-3. anQ'
-4. -O 

^ 
-Or

sharvey points out that the formarized argument is invarid. we

can readily see that (¿) does not follow from the premises by

assigning the forlowing truth-values to the statement vari-
abLes:

(c) r r(r) r
1. a ?-Ot e = J

F f (r) T Q' = F2. Q'¡ -O
T F T O = I:

3. a A Ql o' = F

r(e) r(F) F

4. -On -Or

sharvey, then, correctly says that what forlows from

the f ormalized premíses is "-O v -Oi,r as shown below.

(D) -1. a r -o'
-2- Q' : -O
-3. a A -Ot
4. (Q v-q'). (-q v -Q')
5. a v -Qt
6. -O v -O'

Appealing to logical equivalences sharvey deduces from 6.

7. -(O.9';
However, Sharvey makes the mistake of symbolizíng lunable" by

the use of the negation sign, âs it is evident by considering
(n) and (e) above. Forgetting, apparently, that the sign does

not represent I'it is not the case" he proceeds to use it as a

symbol of the latter phrase. This procedure is obviously
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fallacious, because ''it is not the caserr never expresses the

meaning of "being unabl-e torr.

J. T. Saunders in a review of Sharveyt s criticism
first points out that there is no reason to suppose that

Taylor intended to construe his conclusion as an exclusive

disjunction in the way Sharvey has done it in (g)¿, and then

he proceeds to show that the step from 6 Lo 7 in argument (D)

is not legitimat".66 I shall- use the modal operator rrfrr for
rrunablert, and rrPtr for rrablert in the presentation of Saunderst

argument.

Saunders points out that

(rovro')=l(o.o')

is not an equivalence because the entailment holds in one di-

rection only" Thus,

(ro u tf,') > r(o.g' ¡

Pointing out that 6 has

Saunders then supplies us with

ent to 6z

to be read as (rO v Io')
the proper J-ogical equival-

(Pe Morgan )

(rrom 2, by definition of modal terms)

(rovro')= -(pO.po')

The deduction bel-ow makes the equivalence more obvious:

-1.

2.

J.

TO V IO'

- (- ro.-ro' )

- (Po.Po')

J. T. Saunders,
Analvsis, XXIII

"Fata1ism and the Logic of AbilitY",
(tgoz), p. 24.

66
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And the conclusion 3 here is exactly what Taylor wanted to

show as following from his premises. Therefore it is quite

clear that Sharveyt s criticism cannot reach Taylort s argument.

Furthermore, it can be shown that Taylorts argument is

valid, and I shall do this by providing a deduction for Taylorr

Argument II, showing at the same time what I take to be his

argument in its entiretY.

In the formalized argument I shall use the followíng

symbols:

o : rts is giving the orderrl
-o- rrs is not giving the orderrl
f - rtThe battle is taking place tomorrowrl

-f - I'The battle is not taking place tomomowrl
f : rt Impo s sible "
P:ttPossiblerl
N _-rrNecessarYrl

The following is a deduction showing the validity of Taylort s

argument:

-1. fv -f
-2. (o suf r)= ru(o = f )

-ã: (f n"" o) = N(o = f)4. (o suf f ) = (f nec o) 2,3
-5. (t{(o="f) -f)-Io
-5a. (trt(-o=-f) f)=I-o
-6. Time is not efficacious
-'1 , N(o =f )
-8. N(-o = -f )
-9, Po v P-o
10. -f

-f) > ro
-f)

arI5. f
lro. (tt(-or-f) f)=r-o
lrz. (t¡(-o2-r) f)
I lg. l,-q..

'7 ]o,9

5a
Bo 15

19. f = I-o20. (-f = Io)
2L. ïo v I-o

L4t,
1qI -.

20
(r- r-o)
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The above deduction shows that Taylorr s argument is

vatid, provided that the argument is syrnbolized coruectly.

Looking at the first premise in the deduction it is clear that

it is a correct symbolization of the Law of the Excluded

Middle (Taylor's Pl), as represented by the claim that a sea

fight either will or wilÌ not take place. Premises (2) to
(¿) have been already shown to be adequate representations of

Taylor's P2 to P4 in the discussion of his use of the terms

rrnecessary conditions" and I' suf f icient conditions" . Premise

(6) is Taylorrs P6 and it is not needed in the deduction.

Premises (7) and (g) are Taylor's assumptions that the admiral's

giving of an order is sufficient for the occurrence of the naval

battte tomorror¡r, and that his giving of another orcler is suffi-
cient for the non-occurrence of the battle. It is clear that

the modal operator is r equired in the symbolization of these

premises because of Taylort s definition of "sufficient condit-

i-onr'. Premise (g) is Taylorts assertion that the giving of

one order and the giving of another order constitute two alter-

native possíble acts. Premise (fO¡ represents Taylorts assump-

tion that the battle does not take place tomomow, and premise

(15) represent his assumption that the battle will take place

tomorrow,

The question arises, however, v'rhether premises 5 and 5a

are correct symbolizations of the Principle of Disability,

because in the present symbolic form it replesents a modally-

logically invalid argument. Given that it is necessary that o

implíes f we may not inter that if it is the case that 'f, then

it is impossible that o. We rnay only infer that it is not the

case that o. However, given that o necessarily implies f we
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may infer that o is impossible provided that f is ímpossible.

The formalization of r¡¡hat Taylor says in the Principle

of Disability seems nevertheless a,ccurate. The consequent in

" (N(o = f ) -f )=Io" stands for I'it is impossíbl-e that the

agent does o at time trt. It is presupposed here that if the

agent cannot do a particular act, then it is im'oossible that

he does that act. The antecedent represents the statement that

act o has the necessary condition or consequence f, taking account

of Taylort s def inition of rtnecessary condítion", and al-so the

assertion that t is lacking. I agsume also, contrary to

Taylorts assertionrthat the rules of modal logic are Tetrevant

to the evaluat,ion of his argument, âs I hope to have shown in

my analysis of the expression "within onet s powetrr'

However, if Taylort s Principle of Disability represents

such an illegitimate modal argument, then it is clear that

the fatalistic argument is not sound. This, in fact, is the

line of attack which is taken by some of Taylor's critics, as

I shall shor¡r later.

Two Charqes of Equivocation

Peter Makepeace enters the dispute claiming that the

phrase I'it is in my powert' can be used with reference to acts

mly and that it cannot be used with reference to occumences

which are not u"tr.67 Furthermore, he distinguishes tvuo sep-

arate senses of the phrase, with regard to its legitimate uses.

First he points out that in gne sense an act is not in

srs pourer if the doing of it is logically impossible. Makepeace

says:

67 P. I/lakePeace ' 'r Fatalism and

\tsoz) pp. 27-29.
Ability", AnalYsis, XXIII
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It is also vacuously true (a) that whatever is
logically impossible is something that I cannot
do. It is aiso vacuously true (b) that whatever
I cannot do is somethinq that is not within mv
Power ' 68

lilakepeacet s use of the term rtvacuouslyfi is probably intendecl to

express the dcviousness of the above statements. However, for

the sake of clarity it could be pointed out that in the case

of (a) the statement represents a one-way implication. If an

act is logically impossible then the act cannot be done, but

the fact that an act cannot be done does not imply that the

act is logically impossible. Holever, statement (b) asserts

at least a material equivalence, because S can do x if, and

only if S has x in his power. Makepeace does not say whether

he is asserting that 'S can do X", and I'S has x in his powerrr

are logically equivalent, but he is probably asserting just

that, judging by what he has to say in the following passage:

Now the occurrence being also an action, wê can always
sây, instead of I'His 4oing x is impossible", both (a)
rrHe canqqt do xrr and ( b ) rtDoing x is not within his
Powerr'' 69

The other sense of the phrase is what Makepeace calls

the 'rmeatier sense" of the two. And he claims that this sense

is used with respect to human abilities to do things. He says:

"lt'/ithin one? s poweril only apolies to human doings,
and then precisely inrpespect of human beingsi ab-
ilitíes to do thinqs.'-

6B

69

70
rbid.

rbid.

27.

29.

29.

v.

|',.

p.



Thus Makepeace is

uses of the phrase

tention that it is
fiable.

claiming that there are

ttwithin my power¡r , and

used also in some other

t17

only two legitimate

that Taylort s con-

sense is not justi-

Makepeace constructs two examples to show that Taylor

has started hís argument using the logical sense of t'it is not

within my powerrr and then has switched to the use of the expres-

sion in the abiJ-ity sense. He first claims that it is obvious

that the tcannotil is used in the following passage in the

logical sense:

(s) If conditions are such that a snowfall yesterday is a
necessary condition for the Iawnts being snow-covered
this morning, then, given that no such snowfall occurred,
we can conclude not only that tbç lawn is not snow-
covered, but that it c.annot be. / r

Makepeace suggeststhat this use of the term in question is
more obvious in this example than in Taylort s because there

is no reference to human actíon, such reference tending to

obscure the issues because of the introduction of special

conditions. Then he gives another example which has reference

to human action:

(n) If conditions are such that a snowfall yesterday is
a necessary condition of my skiing today, then, given
that no such snowfall occumedo wê can conçlude not
only that I do not ski, but thát I cannot.72

Makepeace claims that so far the argument (n) is formally id-
enticat wÍth the argument (g), but he suggests that in case

7L P. Makepeace, r¡

tain Makepeacer

ïbid., p. 28,

Fatalism and
s J-ettering

Ability", p. 28,
of the arguments.

72

I re-
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of the argument (n) we can, though we cannot in the case

of the argument (g), contj-nue in the folÌowing way:

(Uut that I cannot), that it is not within my power.

Makepeace claims that the power expression is still used j-n

the logical sense. And the argument (n) continues:

This is consistent rvith my knowing how to ski, having
the requisite skitl and physique, and so onr and thus
being able, in that sense. But if it were in my power
to s[i- today, then it logically follows that it r,vould
be withín mt power to make a snowfall occur yesterday,
which, yg are supposing, did not occur; and this is
absurd.

Now, Makepeace thinks that because the argument (g) cannot be

cOntinued using power expressions any use of power expressions

other than the logical one must be in the abitity sense. Thus

he suggests that the introduction of the power expression in

the argument (n) in its logical sense, such a move being

quite legitimate in the context of actions, enables Taylor to

ecuir.¡oca.te= w.hieh he is not able to do in the context of occur-
-a*_...-''-'

rences other than actions, because whereas the term "poSsible"

is used legitimately with reference to both acts and other

occurrencese the expression !'within my power" applies onJ-y

to acts.

Makepeace, in his crÍticism, presupposes the notíons of

agency and acts and he presupposes also that power expressions

are not reducible to expressions rryhich are adequate to describe

and to explain occurrences in the area of inanimate objects.

73 E', P" 28'
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If , however, r^re do not grant him the se pre suppo sition s ,

Makepeace r s criticism woul-d not touch the concl-usion, that

at least one of the occurrences is impossible, províded a

necessary condition ís lacking for this occurrence.

Makepeace's argument (g) ends by saying that we can

conclude not only that the lawn is not snow covered, but

that it cannot be. And Makepeace says: "This is perfectly

all right so f ar. t' What we should conclude, however, is that
it cannot be both that the lawn is snow covered and that it

also is not snow covered. The former conclusion is all right

insofar as it is realized that in ordinary speech we do not

always aim for exactness of our expressions. If, however,

we allow that the conclusion is all right in a strict sense,

then we have to cope with the following argument.

Given that the tap of a water-tank is open today is a suf-

ficient condition for the tankrs not being filled with water

tomorrow, and given that the tapt s being closed today is a

sufficient condition for the tank's being brimful of water,

then if a necessary condition for the tapt s being open is

lacking, i.e. given that the tank is fuII of water, not only

is the tap not open but it cannot be open. Ancl if the tank

is not filled with water then the tap is not closed today

and it also cannot be closed today. But the tank is either
fill-ed or not filled with watero therefore either the tap

cannot be closed or it cannot be open. And this is the same

as saying that it is either ímpossible that the tap is open
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(o) or it is impossible that the tap is closed (c). In

symbolic form '.ve have Io v Ic.

Now, given that the expression ilin my powerrr is re-

ducible to "possiblerrin the sense as it is used with respect

to inanimate objects and occurrences, Taylorts fatalistic
thesis emerges unscathed. But even granting that the expres-

sion "v*¡ithin my power" applies only to human acts, if we can

say that it is either impossible that the tap is open today

or that it is impossible that the tap is not open today,

then I cannot say that it is in my power to open the tap

and also in my power not to open the tap today. And we ar-

¡ive at these conclusions if r¡,¡e accept the princiole that
given that a necessary condition for an event or act is
Iacking, then it is not only false that the event or act

occurs but also impossible that the event or act occurs.

I conclude, then, that Makepeace is not successful

in his attempt to point out the weaknesses in Taylorts argu-

ment, and I turn now to another attempt which has been made

in order to refute Taylor on the grounds that he has com-

mitted the sin of equivocation.

J. T. Saunders directs hís attack against the fífth
axiom, first substituting for it the following paraphrasis:

No agent has within his power an -act for which a
necessary condition is Iãcking.74

J. T. Saunders,
Analvsis, XXIII

rrProfessor Taylor on Fatalismtt,(tgoz), p. r.
74
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are entitled to say is that,
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false, and that all we

If condition x is necessary for the occumence of y
and x is lacking, then no agent performs y. i 3

This amounts to saying that,
If Ats doing P implies Q, and Q is false, then A does
not do P.

Saunders accuses Taylor of ilJ-egitimately infeming from the

latter the following statements:

If Ats doÍng P implies Q, and Q is fal-se, then A
cannot do P.
ïf Ars doing P implies Q, and Q is false, then A has
not the power to do P.

He does not explain very clearly how this mistaken inference

has been accomplished, but he suggests that equivocation

with respect to rtcanil has taken place. Saunders thinks that
Taylor has used tt6¿¡rt in a logical sense first and then con-

tinued to use it in the abilíty sense. I interpret Saunders

^^,,;^^ +L^+ T-.,1 ^- L^^ -^l^ 
.¡-L^ *.: ^¡^1,^ :- *^^^:-^ r-^*sÐ ÐqyJrrv LrrqL royrrJr ¡roÞ il¡crqu ur¡c lltISr.dt1.e tll Pd5Þ-Lll9 II'utu

(i) to (z) and (g) in the follouring argument.

-1. ((p = q). -e) = p cannot be
2, ((P = a). -Q) = P cannot be done
3. ((p - q). -Q) = P is in nobody's power

Saunders interprets the consequent in as I'it is impossible

for P to follow logically from (p=q). -Q", and he suggests

that Taylor has used the ilcannotrrof f. in this sense, and

thetbannotrr of 2. in the ability sense. The expression I'withj-n

oners power" is also interpreted by Saunders in the ability
sense.

75 Ibid, , p. 1.
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Saunderst suggestion, however that Taylor arrived at

the Principle of Disability because he first thought of the

logical impossibility of a certain kind of inference is some-

what implausible, because Taylor himself explicitly says that

the principle is not a law of logic. Furthermore, though it

is conceivable that a mistake of this kind could be made,

Saunderst criticism does not reach Taylorts argument, because

Taylor justifiably cIaims that "within onets poweril is not

used by him in the ability or skill sense. Thus, even if
Taylor had madea.mistake of the above kind, he has not made

the particular mistake of passing from the logical sense of
ilcannotil to the ability or skill sense of the term.

The second part of Saundersr criticism is built on

the distinction between doing act P and being able to do act

P. He points out that doing act P implies having the ability
to do act P, but that having the ability to do act P does not

impiy the cioing of act P. According to S¿runciers, Taylor's

argument should take the foll-owíng form:

l. doingPrr
2. doinq q":> -r
3. .=j(doingq)
4. -rr - (aoing p)
5. r vl:r
6.

Pointing out that if r is a necessary condition for doing p,

it does not follow that r is also a necessary condition for

having the ability to do p, Saunders criticizes Taylor for
failing to infer 3 and 4 from I and 2 resoectively, and for
producing 3a and 4a and, consequently, also the fatatistic
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conclusions 6a:

I

2.
JO.

4a.
Ã

6a. (not able to do p) \/ (not able to do q)

Taylor, in the article I'FataIism and AbiIity", has

himself answered the charge made by Saunders which Taylor

paraphrases as follows:

It is impossible, âs a matter of logic, both that an
agent should perform a certain act y, and that there
should be lacking some condition, x, necessary for
doing y. It does not follow that he is unable to do
y, bùt-only that he does not clo y.- whicñ-is con-
sistent w:.ifr his ability to do y.76

Now, Taylor acknor,vledges there that

this is true in the usual sense of ability, which
consists in havlgg the skill, strength, €guipment,
or knowing how. / /

However he insists that sometimes a necessary condition for
an act y is lacking such that "not only do I not do y, I

cannot do it, no matter r,vhat my natural or acquired abili_Lies

might be'r.

Cahn in his review of Saundøsr criticism agrees with

Taylor and illustrates Taylorr s use of a power statement of

this kind in the example of a pole-vaulter who cannot, i.ê.,
it is not in his power to, pole-vault twelve feet, if he is

R. Taylor, I'Fatalism and Ability" , Analvsis, XXIII
(tgoz), pp. 25-27.

Ibid. , p. 25 "

o)'ip/

(doinq p): r
(aoing q)= -r
r = (not able
-r: (not able
r !'-r

to do
to do

76

71
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enclosed in a room which has an eight foot ceiling.TS How-

ever, Cahn's example does not suoport Taylorts position. It

seems obvious that in this example the polvel statement does

not imply the notion of strength. If, for instance,we assume

that the ceiling and the roof have the strength of paper,

then we can say that the pole-vaulter has within his power

to pole-vault twelve feet. But assuming that the ceiling

is a solid steet place we do mean, by saying that the pole-

vaulter has it not in his power to pole-vau1t twelve feet,

that he has not the strength to penetrate the ceiling.

Cahnrs example does not support Taylorts position

because Taylor says that he is using the power expression

in such a sense that a person may have skills, strength and

equipment and know how and yet not have it in his power to do

an act if a necessary condition is lacking. Cahn is however

right in claiming that Saunderst criticism does not reach

Taylor because Taylor does not aIlow the interpretation which

Saunders has given to Taylorts premises.

Th nsequences of the Prin rul bilit
Bruce Aunets criticism is di¡ected

He has this to say about the principle:
towards Principle 5.

It is obviously false when thetrcanrr it contains is
taken to refer to abilities and capacities; and when
it is taken to refer to physical- possibilities, it ,.
leads to the abolishment'oi all mð¿al distinctions. /v

Aunets first step is to show that if we interpret the phrases

7B S. Cahno "Fatalistic Arguments'r, The Journal of
philosoóhv, LXr (LgOq), -pp . 295-305, -

79 B. Aune, rtFatalism and Prof essor Taylortt , Th.e PhiÌosophical
Review, LXXI (ß02), p. 519.
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rtwíthin oners powerrt, I'can doil andItable to dotrin the abil-

ity or capacity sense P5 allows us to construct absurd ex-

amples and is therefore false.

Aune points out that Srs exerting himself is a nec-

essary condition for Srs doing any act. But according to

Taylorts P5 if a necessary condition for an act is lacking,

S is not able to do the act. Thus, âS Auners examples show,

sts doing push-ups implies srs exerting himself,

given which Taylor would have to admit that

Srs not exerting himself impl-ies S's lacking the
ability to do push-ups.

P5 on this interpretation would commit Taylor also to the

following absurdities :

Sr s doing twenty push-ups implies Its 9oing nineteen
push-ups] rfrerefirre, Si t doing only eighteen pYsh-
üp. and stopping before the nineteenth implies Sts
not being able to do twenty push?ups'

orr

Sts swimmÍng implies Srs being in water. Therefore,
Sts not beiñg iñ the water implies Sts not being
able to swim.

Thus it appears that if the expressions in question

are used by Taylor in the sense of having a skill or having

capacity, then P5 is indeed unacceptableo but Aune suggests

furthermore that the use of the above expressions in the

ability sense is the ordinary one. And he also claims,

judging by the given examplesrthat the expressions are used

with this interpretation rrbY anyone interested in defending

the assumption B - tdoing A is within my powerrr'.
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First, a comment is in order with respect to

claim about the ordinary use of these expressions.

Aune t s

I think

alLowsAune is erring if he

on,l-y the ability or

thinl< this, r¡rhen he

assumes that the ordinarv use

And he seems to

Clearly, âs the expression is ordinarily used
as it is used by anyone interested in defending as-
sumption (B) - trdoing A is within my powert' does not
have these absurd consequences [mv itäfics].80

There is a sense of the terms rrablet', rtcanrt and "within my

powerrr in the ordinary use which does not make it seem ab-

surcj to say that s cannot do A or that s is not able to do

A because a necessary condition for the act is lackinq. For

instance, it is quite wlthin the ordinary use of the expres-

sion to assert that s cannot drive the nail into the wal-I be-

cause the hammer is missing, or that s was not able to let his
friandc ha¡n hì c nôrñr ^^ñ^^ci*'ia^ i.^^^"^^ l-^ l.^l *: ^-^vvrrryvJ!urv¡¡ vçvquÐs tty tlcl\ì lt(J u_Ldllu.

considering again Aunets examples we see that most of
them lose much of their absurdity. Auner s examp.Le, in which

the swimmer is not abre to sr¡rim because water is rackingo is
onry absurd if it is interpreted in the skill sense; it loses

all absurdity if it is interpreted in the instrumental sense.

Thus it is quite within ordinary use to assert that s is not

able to swim in the pool atop of his New york sky-scraper be-

cause urater is lacking owing to the water shortage.

Auners examples in which a man is not abre to do twentv

capacity interpretation.

says:

BO ThìJ 
^1 

Alvru. r v¡ .JrT .
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push-ups unless he has done nineteen may seem absurd in one

sense, i.e., in the physical strength sense. However it can

be interpreted as saying that a man cannot do the whole job

if he has not done a part of it. And this is only an affirm-

ation of a logical impossibility. But there is a perfectly

ordinary use by which we can say that S cannot do twenty push-

ups if he is a trainee of a gymnastics teacher unless he has

done nineteen of them. It is not in his power (physícal

strength sense) to do twenty push-ups until- he has it in his

power to do nineteen.

Aunets first example however seems to indicate a sin

against the accepted usagee especially as he seems to suggest

that exerting oneself in doing something implies the doing of

it. Thus, the statement rrsrs not exerting himself implies that

S is lacking ability to do push-upsrr appears indeed absurd

because it is suggested by the example that the doíng of an

act has as its sufficient condition the ability (in some sense)

to do the act, and the accepted use of the term in question

does not seem to sanction this use of power statements.

Cahn argues that the example of the waterl-ess swimmer

supports the view that Taylorts use of rrcanrr is not a dis-

tortion of common ,r"g".8f However it seems to me that Taylor

denies that such an example íllustrates his particular use of

the Þower statements. To illustrate his examples he excludes

81 S. Cahn, rrFatalistic Arguments", 'LXI (ß6q) , pp. 295-305:
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"the usual sense of ability, which consists in having the skill,
strength, êeuipment or knor,ving ho\,vrr. I have classif ied Taylori s

equi.pment" sense of ability as the I'instrumental- sense'r , and I
think that v,¡e can think of the sr,.,rimmert s need for water as the

need for equipment to get from one place to another. The ex-

ample is simila¡ to that of a pedestrian needing a bridge to
cross an abyss. On these grounds I think Cahnrs conclusions

are not acceptable.

Aunets second claim, that the expressions are used in

the ability sense by people who are interested in defending the

non-fatalistic thesis (g) needs to be treate<l with caution. First,
Aune has omitted from thesis (B) lts seconcl conjunct. Thesis

(e) actually reads:

A is in my po\^/er and -/.\ is in my power.

Secondlyu given the paraphrases

I have the ability to give an orcler and
I have the ability not to give the order,

it is quite plausible to interpret "giving of an order" in the

ability sense, but it may not seem plausible at first to inter-
pret the phrase I'not giving of an orderil in the ability sense.

Thus one may be tempted to claim that Aunets assertion that
the defenders of thesis (g) are using the expression in the

ability sense or capacity sense is not acceptable. But we just

have to consider the example of a concert pianist who is re-
quired to play the piano rryith the orchestra for fifty bars

and then has to rest for two bars.. He certainly has the ab-
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bility not to play at that time. Therefore such an objection
has no force.

Aune has appended to his first critícisms an argu-

ment in support of his claim that p5.l-eads to absurd con-

clusions, and the wiping out of all distinctions between the

possession of power and the exercise of it.

rt seems crear that doing A will arways be a necessarycondition of Ítself; that is, it wirL always be a nec-
essary condition of oners doing A that one actually
does A. But in conjunction rryith assumption (f ) thís
has the consequence that if A is indeeä within my
power, |n TayJ.ort s sense, then I must actualJ_y bàperforming A - for if r am not, something necessary
!o-TV performance of A, namely-my perforñance of A,faiLs to obtain. since it is cÌeai that if r actuálly
perform Ao A is within my power - at reast in the senåe
of -'tpower' defended by Táyior - it turns out that doing
A is wíthin^mx^power ifo and only if, r am actualry
Performing A.82

I shall show below that Auners argument is valid.
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Auners claim however, that the conclusion shows that the dis-
tinction between the possession of power and the exercise of

82 B. Aune, trFatalism and Professor Taylorr', p. bt4.
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power has been wiped out, is not justified, as it does not

follow from the f act that rtArt is true if , and only if rtA is
not in Sts poweril is true, that the two statements are equiv-

alent in meaning.

I shall indicate, however, what might have persuaded

Aune to make this claim. Aune says:

But because this last assertion presumably follows
from necessqry premises, either loqical truths or
anaryffike rtnecesffitr andt'within onets powertl it must be accepted by Taylor as
necessarily trüe. titatics mine]83

Premise (f) in the above argument is indeed a logical truth,
but premise (Z) is not a logical truth nor does it follow

from an analysis of concepts. Taylor is not maintaining this
at all. He says, âs a matter of fact, about the premise (Z)

which is his P5:

This is no Law of logic, and in fact cannot be expressed
even in the contemporary^modal logic; but it is none-
¡L^'r^ ^-:.c^-¿1.-'.--.^'ALL¡¡Cre55 iltcilr..l_r cs Lr y L!-ue. " '

Aune seems to assume that if rtA > A is in Sr s poweril

is a necessary truth it must be an analytic statement. Its
being so depends however on the kind of premises used, and

though Taylor says that P2 and P3 constitute analyses of con-

cepts he does not say that with regard to P5. The Latter

quotation seems to indicate just the opposite.

83 JE,, P. 5L4'

R. Taylor, Metaphysics, p.84 58.
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Furthermore if it were a f act that rrA = A is in S I s

powerrr is a necessary truth it would not precLude us from

distinguishing between possessing power and exercise of the

power, It would prevent us only from saying that "S has A

in his power, but he does not do At'is true. But it allows

for the possibility that the statement in question is símilar

to the statement ttx is colored, if , and only if , x is extendedr'.

We certainly can distínguish between xls being col-ored and xrs

being extended. Vr/hat makes I'A = A is ín Srs powerrt unaccep-

table is the f act that the way we use "within one I s powerrr in

the non-fatalistrs thesis (B) we want to be abl-e to say that

A is in Sts power but S does not do A.

The claim that Taylor's fatalist abolishes modal- dis-

tinctions have been made also by Sharvey and by Saunders.

Thus, in an answer to Taylor, in t' Fatalism and Lingui stic

Reformrr Saunders suggests that Taylor by insisting on his

interpretations of power siatemenis has redefined the term.

Taylor has, in effect, recommended that we add a
meaning rule to those which already govern ttin
onets powertt, ví2., the rule: if it is within onets
power to brinq about a situation then that situation
occurs. 85

However, Taylor has not recommended an addition to the

meaning of the expression in question. He issaying that he

is using the expression in a sense which does not imply any

" Fatal-ism and Linquistic Ref ormrl(tsoz), pp. 30-3I.
J. T. Saunders
Analysis, XXIII

85
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of the other interpretatíons. Furthermore, the fact that, if
it is a fact, "It is in my power to do act At is true whenever

I'I am doing act Ail is true, does not commit Taylor to holding

that both statements mean the same, for the reasons which I
gave earlier in the argument against such a claim by Aune.

Sharvey argues for the thesis that in the J-anguage of

the f atalist al-l- modal distinctions are abolished in the fol-
lowing way:

After all, a fatalist is just a person who says that
we do all and only those things which are within our
power. For the fatalist, it is a contradiction to
say rrHe could have done it, but he didnrtr', so, for
the fatalist, trHe performs A" is equivalent to rtHe
has the power to perform A.r' TTus, to say that the
fatalist aboLishes modal distinctions is simpJ-y to
say what a fatalist_ls - he is a person who abolishes
moðal distinctions. 86

Sharveyt s claim is of course answered already by the argu-

ments above; however it could also be argued that if the

fataiíst wantecÌ i,o ciaim that, he by saying I'ii is wiihin Sl s

power to do xrr reæ "S is doing x,t, then he would not be able

even to state his fataListic position. His statements about

acts would concern only their truth or falsity. A fatalist
is thus not commited to saying that he is aboLishing modal

distinctions.

Returning now to Auners criticisms I shall discuss his

other contention that if we interpret the expressions rrcanrl

and "withj-n oner s power'r as referring to physical possibility,

R. Sharvey, r'Tautology and Fatalismrtu The Journal of86

Philosophv, LXI (tgíq), P. 294.
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Taylor's argument again leads to the abolition of modal dis-

tinction s .

Aune has not explicated the term "physical possibility"
as he himsel-f readily acknowledges, but he obviousJ.y assumes

that we have some facility in the use of this term, and he

gives his reasons for assuming that Taylor might have used

the above modal expressions with this interpretation.
Aune considers two interpretations of ttnecessary con-

ditions", namely Logically necessary and physically necessary

conditions, and he suggests that Taylor might want to exclude

an interpretation of I'necessary conditionsrtin the logical
sense because his interpretation would have rrserious conse-

quencesfi for Taylort s argument. Aune does not say what the

serious consequences are, but I think he is refeming to the

conclusion of his previous criticism, namely that on this in-

terpretation Taylor is committed to hold that

S is doing A = S has A in his power.

From the unacceptability of this Ínterpretation Aune

concludes that the modal terms have been used by Taylor in the

empírical sense. Aune also thinks that the term Ícanrr is used

in the same sense both in P3 and P5. He bases his c.l-aim on

Taylort s statement that P5 follows simply from "the idea of

anything being necessary or essential for the accomplishment

of something else" (I shall call thÍs the premise of P5).

Aune thinks that Taylor is saying here that P5 actually fol-
Jows from P3 and he concludes that the meaning of rtç¿¡rr is
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the same in both P3 and P5, The fact that Taylor has given

the same example to illustrate both P3 and the premise of

P5 (A man cannot Live without oxygen) certainly supports this

interpretation. However the premise of P5 differs from P3 in

one respect. P3 uses the phrase rrA is essential for Br', whereas

the premise of P5 uses the phrase 'tA is essential for the accom-

plishment of Q".

Consider the following expressions:

1. S's drivíng a nail into the wall implies that
the nail is in the waII.

2, S's driving a nail ínto the r,vall implies that
S has a hammer-like object.

Now ít makes sense to say that Sts having a hammer-like object

is a necessary condition for the accomplishment of his act,

namely, the driving of the nail into the wall. But it is in

some sense odd to say that the nail-s being in the wall is a

nèceSSary condi-uion for the accompJ-ishment of +'he act, namely

the driving of the nail into the wall. In the first case we

seem to be refeming to the means needed for tne act, whereas

in the second case we are talking about the result of the act,

However, Taylor seems to give a meaníng to rtnecessary conditions"

which is common to both situations.

Aunets actual argument showing the impì-ications of

Tayj-ort s principtes, with modal- terms interpreted in the em-

pirical sense, has two parts. He f irst establishes that r¡rhat

is logicaIIy necessary is also empiricalty necessary Ifn sym-

' q) = N (p. q)l:þoLs: l\l\P=.. 
e
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A.

-1. P"p = PtP

2. -PtP = -P"P

3. Nl-p = N"-p

4. Nr(R. u) = N"(p = q)

Trans.

Def. of modal terms

Substitution

ìLg

¿e

The argument A rePresents a

Auner s argument.

somewhat simplified version of

Secondly, Aune shows what follows from Taylorr s

Principle 5, provided we accept the above deduction. The

following is Aunets argument:

Taken in its most general form, âssumption,(S) \
may be expressea ué (s') "(p) (prvrp=-1iq) ((g-o.9).-q))
which is äquivalent to the more perspicuous (ói ),'(p) (q) ((p * q),-q: 2 :-PMp =ptt foll-ows from (6'). To
prðve thisr- simply instantiate both trprr and rrqrl

in (O) to úp.rr 'The result of this operation is
;(pop). lp:=: -PMp.'t Since "p-+P'l ís clearly
trüe, infer i'p*p, and then by- sen-tential logic,
concÍude with-thä desired result "PMpep." Since
the converse of this las*u formuLa is obvicusly
true , (7' ) t'PMp-= p¡" which holds for all values of
,'p,', is aiso tiue.' Taki+g advantage. of thelaw that
ii' ó = q, then -p = -Qr (?') may be.transformed
into "-PMp= -pr,r which in turn yields the law
'tPN-p = -p." -The Iaw of doJ{ble negalion then
permits the reference of I'PNp= P"'ö/

I shall now present his argument in a more explicit

form in order to show that Aunets argument is valid.

81 B. Aune, rtFatalism and Professor Taylor", p. 517.
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B.

-1. (p) [n"R--(lq) (N"(p-q)

2. (p) [P"P = (q) - (N"(p, q)

3. (p) (q) [r"R - (Ne(p= q)

4. (p) (q) [(N"(p-q) -a)'
5. (}J"(R=n) -p)=-P"P

6. P"p = [iv" (R = n) -p ]

-7" N1(p-p)

L tt"(e-R)
g. -P"poz -[Ne(p=p) -p]

lo. -P"p t (-N"(P. p) v P)

1r. (-P"p r p) v (-N"(p. p) )

L2" -Pep v p

13" Pep 3 p

-L4. Pt PeP

15. P"P = p

L6. -Pep = -p

L7'. N"-P = -p

18. Nep= p

19. (P"p = p) (l'J"R= n)

From (fç) Aune correctlY deduces

20. P=Pep=N"P,

which he set out to show as following

positions.

7 . A4, M.T.

6. Impl,

9. De M.

I0. Com., Assoc"

I, lL D. S,

12. Impl.

I3,14. Conj. Equiv.

LJ.

Def. of modal terms

n.
15, 18. Conj.

\'l. -qJ I
\l.-q)J t. Def.

ill
'-q/J z'

-l^
-P"PJ J. lrans.

4, U. I.

5. Trans.

from Taylort s presup-

Aune seems to have thus successfully shown that P5

leads to absurd consequences given that Taylor aLlows that
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a state of affairs can be a necessary condition for itself

in his sense of rrnecessary condition". Yet Aune himself

suggests that Taylor may want to exclude such cases on the

grounds that the necessary conditions he has in mind are those

I'on which the occurrence of an event phvsically depend; and

that an event does not depend in this sense on itself." But

he points out that Taylor may not use this as a counter-

argument because Taylor probably could not explain how an

act could physically depend on its consequences. Nevertheless,

SayS Aune, Taylor calls the consequences of an act rrnecessary

conditions of the actrr.

In a reply to Auneo Taylor could conceivably say that

in his formulation of the principles there is a clear indi-

cation that the necessary condition for A v¡as intended to be

a condition distinct and separate from A. For instance Taylor

says in PZz

If any change or state of affairs is sufficient for
the occurrence of 9al0q oihe'¡1 change or state of
aff airs. . . (my itaÏÏGf38-

Taylor could also point out that Auners claim that Taylor

may not use his counter-exampJ-e is only plausible because

Aune has úsed the unexplained term "physically dependtr, thus

hinting at a causal depenclence which Taylor did not want to

be included in an interpretation of his argument.

Aunets position seems to be firmly established never-

8B R. Taylor, Met,pphvs.ics, p. 57.
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theless, but again his cl-aim that the concrusions are absurd

is based on the wrong reasons. He cl-aims that the conclusion
is absurd because in it all modar distinctions are destroyed.

However, âs it was shown before, the conclusion of his argu-

rnent does not indicate equivalences in meaning. The concl-u-

sion is absurd because, as we use the modal terms, we want to
be able to say that an act is in Ar s power rryithout A's doing
1f

Modal Fallacies

Raziel Abelson attacks Taylorr s argument on the grounds

that it contains a modal- falracy. 89 The modar fallacy in
question consists of inferring that a statement is necessarily
true from the fact that it is necessarily impJ_ied by one or
more other statements. The falracy can be itlustrated as

folLows:

-q)- -pl

The fallacy is committed easity in a more informal mode of
speech. rt is quite easy to forget that the rrnecessariJ-y"

in I'if q implies p, and er then necessarily p" refers to the
mode of inference, and then to conclude that p is necessary.

Nor¡r Aberson claims that the principle of Disabitity
is not acceptable because it is the result of a falraci_ous

inference:

R. Abelson, I'Taylorr s
Review, LXXII (1963),

FataI Fal1acy", The Philosgphic,al
pp. 93-96"

B9
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rrNecessarily if A implies B and B is fal-se then A is
f alse't is a truth of logic. Thus the modal term
rrnecessarily" applies to the inf erence from I' If A
the B, and not -Brr to rtnot -li\rrr and does not modify
Itnot -Arr all by itsel-f . It is therefore r¡mong to
claim as Taylor's P5 in effect claims, that if B is
a necessary'condition f or A (ttrat is r 

'" Tf A then B"
is true), then if B is not the çase, A is impossible
(tfrat is, not -A is necessary) .90

Since Abelson interprets Taylort s I'necessary condition" in

the truth-functional sense, I think that the following de-

duction correctly illustrates Abelsont s point.

"-1. N[((A=B).-B)>-A]
12. ((n=e) -B)
I s. N-A L. 2 Fallacious ir4.?.

The first premise represents a logical truth, the sec-

ond premi-se represents the cl-aim that B is a necessary con-

dition for /i,, and the third line in the deduction is obtained

by a fallacious inference, leading us to the forrth line which

represents, according to Abelson, the Principle of Disability.

Abelson goes on to suggest that Taylor uses this prin-

ciple to arrive at the first premise (P"t) of his argument,

but he does not explain hornr this inference could have taken

place. However, Aaron Rosenthal, in an unpublished paper,

has taken a similar line of attack and he has also provided

an inference pattern which is a very plausible represent-

ation of the route by which Taylor may have arrived at his

on Ibid. n p, 95.
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orfatalistic thesis.'-

Rosenthal interprets Taylor's P2 and P3 as assertinq

that,

"If St is sufficient for S' then N(S,= Sr)"(eZ)
I'If SZ is necessary for Sa, then lrl(Sf = Sr)" (eS¡

He reads rtN(Sf- SZ) in P2 as tts necessitates St, and in p3 as

"s2 is necessitated by sr". And he reads P4 as saying that s2

is necessitated ¡y Sl if and only if SI necessitate. 52.

Rosenthal ínterprets Taylorr s argument as having the

following form:

-l
-2,
.?

A

6

1

(s)
ln\\¿)

p!/g
N(p= r)
N(!- -r)
rv-r
r=N-q
-r=N -p
N-q v N-p

somehow from
somehow from
4, 5, 6, C. D

Premise I seems to represent here Taylorts assertion
that o or -o are alternative possible acts. Premises 2 and

3 represent Taylorr s assertion that doing O ensures F and

doing -O ensures -F. 4 is Taylor's PL and 4, b, 6 and 7 to-
gether represent Taylorrs Argument II, 7 being equivalent
to the conclusÍon (t O"t -O) in Argument II.

Rosenthal's general attack consists of pointing out

that Taylor has committed a modal faltacy in going from 2

to 6 and from 3 to 5, and he suggests that Taylor has used

Rosenthalr- "Taylort s Fatal Detachment", University
Manitoba, L966,

91 A"
of
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P5 as a ruLe of inference. Rosenthal- also claíms that the

fallacy can be committed in two different ways depending on

the interpretation we give to P5, Rosenthal rephrases P5 in

the following way:

It is impossible that an agent perform some action,
A, if (f) there exists some state of affairs S, such
that S is necessitated by A, and (Z) it is not the
case that S.

He suggests two interpretations of the above:

1.
o

(¡¡(a=s) -s)-N -A
irl(¡¡(n=s) -s) -n

Rosenthal points out that if Taylor used the fírst interpre-

tation to obtain 5 and 6 in the above argument then he has

committed a modal fallacy by detaching (N -A) from ¡¡(A=S)

as we can detach (ru -A) only if r¡re have (ttl-S) in place of
/ ¡\
li -ù / "

Rosenthal al-so shows that a similar fallacy is com-

mitted if one is using P5 with the second interpretation.

Thus,

2 N(p? r)
i-óa -r
ionN((tt(p:'). -r)=-p) (r)
! 6c N(p=r) . -r 6a, 2
| 6dN-p ób,6c

6 -r:N-P

Here the fallacy is committed by moving

Rosenthal' s first interpretation

be a correct representation of Taylort s

t.
\ some vers]-on

\ponens i
of modus

from 6b and 6c to 6d.

of P5 seems tc me to

Principle of Disability,
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as it takes into account Taylor's definition of the term
Inecessary condition". Thus Rosenthal symbolizes Taylort s

statement that S is a necessary condition for A by using

the formul¿ tt{3 $tt with the .modal operator ttNrr. Consequently

his interpretation of Taylor's principle differs in this
respect from Abelsonts readÍng of the principJ-e, in which

no modal operator is used in the symbolization of the state-

ment that something is a necessary condition for an action.

Thus on Rosenthal-'s interpretation we obtain the following

form of the principle:

(N(e= e) -B)=N - A

Howevero according to Abel-son the principle has the following

form:

((n=s) -B)=N - A

The Latter formulation of the principle is not correct be-

cause Taylor is not using "y is a necessary condition for
xrrin the truth-functional sense, âs I pointed out in a pre-

vious discussion of Taylort s use of the terms in question.

Rosenthalrs second interpretation of P5, however, in

which P5 becomes a Law of logic, namely a variation on g!5.
tollensu is not as plausible as the first, because Taylor

himself says that P5 is not a lar,v of logic and because the

consequent of P5 asserts that the agent cannot perform an

action, or that the action is impossible, whereas on the sec-

ond interpretation the consequent represents the statement

that the agent does not perform the act. This however does
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not affect the validity of Rosenthal-'s criticism that Taylor's

Principle of Disabitity, on his first interpretation, repre-

sents a fall-acious inference pattern, and that for this reason

Taylort s fatalistic argument has no force.

Conclusion

The above criticisms of Taylor's Principle of Disability
clearly show that the principle is false. It has been shown

to be false by the use of counter-examples, by arguments indi-
cating that the use of such a principle leads to absurd con-

clusions, and by arguments establ-ishing that the principle

represents a fallacious inference pattern. It follows from

this that alt three arguments by Taylor (tfre main argument,

Argument II, and the two supporting arguments, Argument I and

--- \Argument III) in favour of his fatalistic thesis are not

acceptable since all of them require the use of the Principle

of DisabiJ-ity" I conclude, therefore, that Taylor has f ailed

to establish his fatalistic thesis.
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